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ABSTRACT
We construct a family of chiral anomaly-free supergravity theories in D = 6 starting from
D = 7 supergravity with a gauged noncompact R-symmetry, employing a Horˇava-Witten
bulk-plus-boundary construction. The gauged noncompact R-symmetry yields a positive (de
Sitter sign) D = 6 scalar field potential. Classical anomaly inflow which is needed to cancel
boundary-field loop anomalies requires careful consideration of the gravitational, gauge, mixed
and local supersymmetry anomalies. Coupling of boundary hypermultiplets requires care
with the Sp(1) gauge connection required to obtain quaternionic Ka¨hler target manifolds in
D = 6. This class of gauged R-symmetry models may be of use as starting points for further
compactifications to D = 4 that take advantage of the positive scalar potential, such as those
proposed in the scenario of supersymmetry in large extra dimensions.
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1 Introduction
Anomaly-free chiral N = (1, 0) gauged supergravities in D = 6 [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] have intrigu-
ing possible phenomenological applications, in particular for scenarios involving supersymme-
try in large extra dimensions [8, 9]. A key challenge with such supergravity models has been
to embed them in string or M-theory while also ensuring the absence of quantum gravitational
or gauge anomalies. One way to generate anomaly-free chiral models is the Horˇava-Witten
mechanism [10, 11], which involves compactification on a line interval while at the same time
supposing that matter fields appear on the end-walls of the interval in such a combination
as to cancel the quantum anomalies. The basic Horˇava-Witten scenario involves a stage of
Kaluza-Klein reduction on S1/Z2 followed by a search for anomaly-cancelling matter combi-
nations with which to populate the bounding walls. In order to obtain an N = (1, 0),D = 6
theory with gauged U(1) R-symmetry in this way, one would need to begin this stage of
reduction with an appropriate D = 7 theory. For this purpose, we shall use the construction
of Ref. [12] which achieved D = 6 R-symmetry starting from N = 1,D = 10 supergravity
and reducing on the noncompact space H(2, 2), which is endowed with a Euclidean signature
metric of cohomogeneity one. This produces a theory containing minimal D = 7 supergravity
coupled to Super Yang-Mills with an SO(2, 2) noncompact gauge group. The noncompact
nature of this D = 7 gauge group is essential for allowing subsequent truncation to a chiral
D = 6 theory that retains an R-symmetry gauging of the sort found in Ref. [13].
Reduction on a noncompact space obviously raises a number of important issues which
would need to be addressed before such a construction could be considered physically rea-
sonable. We will comment on this problem, but this issue will not be our main focus here.
Rather, we will focus on another major problem arising with chiral D = 6 gauged supergravity
models: ensuring the absence of mixed gravitational, supersymmetry and gauge anomalies.
The anomaly analysis of Ref. [10, 11] for the reduction of D = 11 M-theory on S1/Z2 yielded
E8 Super-Yang-Mills matter multiplets on each of the two D = 10 bounding walls. A similar
analysis involving the reduction of the D = 7 theory obtained in [12] on S1/Z2 down to D = 6
will be our main focus in the present paper. SU(2) gauged half-maximal D = 7 supergravity,
and its coupling to vector multiplets have been studied on a manifold with boundaries in Refs
[14, 15]. There are important differences in the models considered in these papers and the
ones we study in this paper, the most important one being that, unlike in [14, 15], we here
maintain R-symmetry gauging on the boundary. As mentioned above, starting from a non-
compact gauge theory in D = 7 is essential for this to work. Furthermore, we will study the
couplings of the scalar fields surviving the Z2 projection on the boundary, and will determine
the complete set of boundary conditions needed for closure under supersymmetry.
In Section 2 we will review the N = 1,D = 7 gauged supergravity which will describe our
bulk theory [16]. This can be obtained starting from N = 1,D = 10 supergravity reduced
on H(2, 2) as in [12]. Then, in Section 3 we will go on to consider this theory on an S1/Z2
orbifold and we will demonstrate the necessity of appropriate Gibbons-Hawking-York terms.
After this, we will continue on in Section 4 to consider a dimensional reduction of the D = 7
bulk theory to D = 6 by taking a limit of vanishing orbifold width. This will be necessary to
prepare the appropriate variables for subsequent bulk-boundary coupling.
3
The coupling of D = 6 supersymmetric boundary-localised matter to the D = 7 bulk
theory involves some delicate steps. In Sections 5 and 6, we will concentrate on the coupling
of boundary D = 6 vector multiplets to the D = 7 bulk fields. This involves, firstly, a careful
consideration of how the boundary conditions for the bulk fields need to be modified in the
presence of the boundary fields, as discussed in Section 5.
Since the raison d’eˆtre of the boundary fields is to provoke a “classical” anomalous gauge
variation which can be used to compensate for quantum anomalies occurring via quantum
loops on the D = 6 boundaries, one expects the bulk-plus-boundary field construction to
produce a non-vanishing variation under gauge symmetries. However, since the closure of the
supersymmetry algebra generates gauge transformations, one finds that the classical gauge
anomalies are accompanied by classical supersymmetry anomalies as well. Accordingly, one
cannot carry out the construction of the bulk-plus-boundary system while requiring exact
supersymmetry invariance. Instead, one must be guided by the necessity of ensuring that
the total variation of the bulk-plus-boundary system satisfies the Wess-Zumino consistency
conditions, in order to have the structure necessary to cancel anomalies that will arise from
boundary-field quantum loops. This is discussed in Section 6.
In Section 7, we will consider the coupling of boundary-localised hypermultiplets. This
proceeds in a similar way to the coupling of the boundary vector multiplets. However, as
there is no bosonic anomaly associated to the hypermultiplets, there will be no corresponding
supersymmetry anomaly. The coupling of hypermultiplets is complicated by the fact that
the scalars of the bulk and boundary sectors are required to combine to form a quaternionic
Ka¨hler manifold (QKM). We will demonstrate that this imposes a constraint on the Sp(1)
connection of the boundary sector which sets it equal to the Sp(1) connection of the bulk.
The models we construct in Sections 5 and 6 will be Wess-Zumino consistent, but will
not yet provide the full set of classical anomalies that are needed to cancel all the quantum
anomalies. In Section 8, we will consider extensions of the present model that can give rise
to the remaining cancellations. We will consider the supersymmetric extension of the the
bulk model Chern-Simons terms, focusing particularly on a topological mass term. As well as
examining alternative boundary conditions, we finally will look at the coupling of boundary-
localised tensor multiplets.
In Section 9, we will consider an explicit example of an anomaly-cancelling system. To
do this, we will calculate the anomaly polynomial produced by one-loop quantum effects. We
will then show how the Wess-Zumino consistent classical anomalies constructed so far can be
arranged so as to cancel these quantum anomalies.
In Appendix A, we examine the limit of coincident boundaries when the boundaries are
populated with vector multiplets and will show the emergence of gauged supergravity in D =
6. In Appendix B, we will provide the bulk-plus-boundary construction with a supersymmetric
set of boundary conditions in an equivalent formulation in which the bulk 3-form potential is
dualised to a 2-form potential.
4
2 D = 7 3-Form Supergravity
Seven dimensional N = 1 supergravity in the absence of boundaries has been well studied,
and the action of the supergravity multiplet coupled to n vector multiplets is known [16]. The
fields in this action form a reducible multiplet with field content,
(eˆ
N
M , AˆMNR, σˆ, Aˆ
Iˆ
M , φα, ψˆ
A
M , χˆ
A, λˆrˆA) , (2.1)
where M = 0, . . . , 5, 7 is the world index, which is raised and lowered with the metric gˆMN
and N = 0, . . . , 5, 7 is the tangent-space lorentz index, which is raised and lowered with the
metric ηMN = diag(−+ · · ·+).
The scalars φα with α = 1, 2, ..., 3n parametrise a coset,
SO(n, 3)
SO(n)× SO(3) , (2.2)
for which we can form the representative elements Li
Iˆ
and Lrˆ
Iˆ
, where Iˆ = 1, . . . , n + 3 is
an SO(n, 3) index, which is raised and lowered with the SO(n, 3) invariant metric ηIˆ Jˆ =
diag(− − − + . . .+). i = 1, . . . , 3 is an SO(3) index and rˆ = 1, . . . , n is an SO(n) index;
these are raised and lowered with the Kronecker deltas δij and δrˆsˆ respectively. The coset
representatives satisfy the relations
−Li
Iˆ
Li
Jˆ
+ Lrˆ
Iˆ
Lrˆ
Jˆ
= ηIˆ Jˆ , (2.3)
Li
Iˆ
LIˆj = −δij , LrˆIˆLIˆsˆ = δrˆsˆ , LiIˆLIˆrˆ = 0 . (2.4)
The spinors are symplectic Majorana and carry an Sp(1) doublet index A = 1, 2 which is
raised and lowered with the metric ǫAB
1. The Sp(1) indices will often be suppressed, as in
χ¯σiǫ = χ¯AσiA
B
ǫB .
The action for these fields, up to terms quadratic in fermions, is given by
SSG =
1
2κ2
∫
d7xeˆ
{
1
2
Rˆ− 1
4g2
eσˆFˆ iMN Fˆ
MNi − 1
4g2
eσˆFˆ rˆMN Fˆ
MNrˆ
− 1
48
e−2σˆFˆMNRS FˆMNRS − 1
24
√
2g2
εˆMNRSTUV AˆMNRFˆ
rˆ
ST Fˆ
rˆ
UV
− 5
8
∂M σˆ∂
M σˆ − 1
2
Pˆ irˆM Pˆ
Mirˆ − 1
4
g2e−σˆ
(
CirˆCirˆ − 1
9
C2
)
− i
2
ˆ¯ψM γˆ
MNRDˆN ψˆR − 5i
2
ˆ¯χγˆMDˆM χˆ− i
2g2
ˆ¯λrˆγˆMDˆM λˆrˆ
− 5i
4
ˆ¯χγˆM γˆN ψˆM∂N σˆ − 1
2g
ˆ¯λrˆσiγˆM γˆN ψˆM Pˆ
irˆ
N
(2.5)
1Our conventions are: ψA = ǫABψB , ψA = ψ
BǫBA and ǫABǫ
BC = −δCA .
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+
i
96
√
2
e−σˆFˆMNRS
(
ˆ¯ψ[Lγˆ
LγˆMNRS γˆT ψˆT ] + 4
ˆ¯ψLγˆ
MNRS γˆLχˆ
− 3 ˆ¯χγˆMNRS χˆ+ 1
g2
ˆ¯λrˆγˆMNRS λˆrˆ
)
+
1
8g
e
σˆ
2 Fˆ iMN
(
ˆ¯ψ[Lσ
iγˆLγˆMN γˆT ψˆT ]
− 2 ˆ¯ψLσiγˆMN γˆLχˆ+ 3ˆ¯χσiγˆMN χˆ− 1
g2
ˆ¯λrˆσiγˆMN λˆrˆ
)
− i
4g2
e
σˆ
2 Fˆ rˆMN
(
ˆ¯ψLγˆ
MN γˆLλˆrˆ + 2ˆ¯χγˆMN λˆrˆ
)
− i
√
2
24
ge−
σˆ
2C
(
ˆ¯ψM γˆ
MN ψˆN + 2
ˆ¯ψM γˆ
M χˆ+ 3ˆ¯χχˆ− 1
g2
ˆ¯λrˆλˆrˆ
)
+
1
2
√
2
e−
σˆ
2Cirˆ
(
ˆ¯ψMσ
iγˆM λˆrˆ − 2 ˆ¯χσiλˆrˆ
)
+
1
2g
e−
σˆ
2C rˆsˆi ˆ¯λrˆσiλˆsˆ
}
,
(2.6)
where FˆMNRS = 4∂[MANRS] is the field strength, invariant under tensor gauge transforma-
tions δAˆMNR = 3∂[M λˆNR]; εˆ
0123457 = 1. Furthermore,
Fˆ IˆMN = 2∂[M Aˆ
Iˆ
N ] + fJˆKˆ
IˆAˆJˆM Aˆ
Kˆ
N ,
Fˆ iMN = Fˆ
Iˆ
MNL
i
Iˆ
, Fˆ rˆMN = Fˆ
Iˆ
MNL
rˆ
Iˆ
,
ωˆ0MNR(Aˆ
Iˆ) = Fˆ Iˆ[MN Aˆ
Iˆ
R] −
1
3
fIˆJˆKˆAˆ
Iˆ
M Aˆ
Jˆ
N Aˆ
Kˆ
R .
(2.7)
DˆM = ∂ˆM +
1
4
ωˆµµνγ
µν +
1
2
√
2
QˆiMσ
i , QˆiM =
i√
2
ǫijkQˆjkM ,
QˆijM = L
Iˆj
(
δKˆ
Iˆ
∂M + fIˆJˆ
KˆAˆJˆM
)
Li
Kˆ
, QˆrˆsˆM = L
Iˆ rˆ
(
δKˆ
Iˆ
∂M + fIˆJˆ
KˆAˆJˆM
)
Lsˆ
Kˆ
,
Pˆ irˆM = L
Iˆ rˆ
(
δKˆ
Iˆ
∂M + fIˆJˆ
KˆAˆJˆM
)
Li
Kˆ
, C = − 1√
2
fIˆ JˆKˆL
IˆiLJˆjLKˆkǫijk ,
Cirˆ =
1√
2
fIˆJˆKˆL
IˆjLJˆkLKˆrˆǫijk , C rˆsˆi = fIˆ JˆKˆL
Iˆ rˆLJˆ sˆLKˆi , (2.8)
and Rˆ is the curvature defined with respect to the torsion-free Levi-Civita connection. The
vectors AˆJˆM gauge a group K ⊂ SO(n, 3) with n + 3 generators. Possible gauge groups are
discussed in [17]. Of special interest are certain non-compact gauge groups which allow an
R-Symmetry gauging upon dimensional reduction to D = 6 followed by chiral truncation. We
shall make restrictions to such gaugings in Section 3, but for now we will leave the construction
general.
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The action is invariant under the following local supersymmetry transformations,
δeˆ
M
M = iˆ¯ǫγ
M ψˆM ,
δψˆM = 2DˆM ǫˆ− 1
240
√
2
e−σˆFˆRSLT
(
γˆM γˆ
RSLT + 5γˆRSLT γˆM
)
ǫˆ
− i
20g
e
σˆ
2 Fˆ iRSσ
i
(
3γˆM γˆ
RS − 5γˆRS γˆM
)
ǫˆ−
√
2
30
ge−
σˆ
2CγˆM ǫˆ ,
δχˆ = −1
2
γˆM ∂ˆM σˆǫˆ− 1
60
√
2
e−σˆFˆMNRS γˆMNRS ǫˆ
− i
10g
e
σˆ
2 Fˆ iMNσ
iγˆMN ǫˆ+
√
2
30
ge−
σˆ
2Cǫˆ ,
δAˆMNR =
3i√
2
eσˆ ˆ¯ǫγˆ[MN ψˆR] − i
√
2eσˆ ˆ¯ǫγMNRχˆ ,
δAˆIˆM = −ge−
σˆ
2
(
ˆ¯ǫσiψˆM + ˆ¯ǫσ
iγˆM χˆ
)
LIˆi + ie−
σˆ
2 ˆ¯ǫγˆM λˆ
rˆLIˆ rˆ,
δσˆ = −2iˆ¯ǫχˆ ,
δLi
Iˆ
=
1
g
ˆ¯ǫσiλˆrˆLrˆ
Iˆ
,
δLrˆ
Iˆ
=
1
g
ˆ¯ǫσiλˆrˆLi
Iˆ
,
δλˆrˆ = −1
2
e
σˆ
2 Fˆ rˆMN γˆ
MN ǫˆ+ igγˆM Pˆ irˆMσ
iǫˆ− i√
2
ge−
σˆ
2Cirˆσiǫˆ .
(2.9)
3 The Model on an S1/Z2 Orbifold
The action has a Z2 parity symmetry under which x
7 → −x7, and the following fields have
even parity:
(eˆµ
ν , eˆ7
7, Aˆµν7, σˆ, Aˆ
I′
µ , Aˆ
I
7, φ
ri, ψˆµ+, ψˆ7−, χˆ−, λˆr−, λˆ
r′
+) , (3.1)
whilst the odd-parity fields are
(eˆµ
7, eˆ7
ν , Aˆµνρ, Aˆ
I
µ, A
I′
7 , φ
r′i, ψˆµ−, ψˆ7+, χˆ+, λˆr+, λˆ
r′
−) , (3.2)
where the scalars (φri, φr
′r) parametrize the coset (2.2). The supersymmetry transformation
rules are consistent with these parity assignments provided that ǫ+ has even parity and ǫ−
has odd parity. In the definitions (3.1) and (3.2), we have split up the index M into the 7
direction and the directions normal to it, which are labelled by µ = 0, . . . , 5. We have also
defined a chiral projection operator P± = 12
(
1± γ7), which projects onto chiral spinors in the
standard way, i.e. χ± = P±χ. The rˆ and Iˆ indices have also been split as
Iˆ = {I , I ′}, I = 1, ..., p + 3 , I ′ = p+ 4, ..., n + 3
rˆ = {r , r′}, r = 1, ..., p , r′ = p+ 1, ..., n (3.3)
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where 0 ≤ p ≤ n. Next, we observe that the requirement that the Yang-Mills field strength
(2.7) have a definite parity imposes the conditions
fIJ
K = fI′J ′
K = 0 . (3.4)
The possible groups K which posses this property and which reduce to give a gauged super-
gravity in 6 dimensions are SO(3, 1), SO(2, 1) and SO(2, 2) [17]. Since the action is invariant
under a Z2 symmetry, we can formulate the action integral on a manifold M × I, where M is
an arbitrary D = 6 spacetime and I = S1/Z2 is an interval with boundaries (∂M) at x
7 = 0
and x7 = L. This will result in multiplication of the action by a factor of 2 since the interval
I is half the size of the circle S1 . Assuming that all fields are continuous and smooth, the
parity assignments then imply the following boundary conditions:
(eˆµ
7, eˆ7
ν , Aˆµνρ, Aˆ
I
µ, A
I′
7 , φ
r′i, ψˆµ−, ψˆ7+, χˆ+, λˆr+, λˆ
r′
−)
∣∣
∂M
= 0 ,
∂7(eˆµ
ν , eˆ7
7, Aˆµν7, σˆ, Aˆ
I′
µ , Aˆ
I
7, φ
ri, ψˆµ+, ψˆ7−, χˆ−, λˆr−, λˆ
r′
+)
∣∣
∂M
= 0 .
(3.5)
The boundary conditions on φ–scalars imply that the even-parity coset representatives (LiI , L
r
I)
parametrize the coset SO(p, 3)/SO(p) × SO(3), and Lr′I′ = δr
′
I′ , whilst the odd-parity coset
representatives (LiI′ , L
r
I′ , L
r′
I ) vanish on the boundaries.
The fields whose ∂7 derivatives vanish at the boundaries are the parity even ones. In a
diagonalised basis which will be spelled out in the next section (see eqn. (4.6)), they arrange
themselves into D = 6 supergravity plus a single tensor multiplet, (n − p) vector multiplets
and (p + 1) hypermultiplets.
We also note that our parity assignments differ from those used in [14, 15] in two respects.
Firstly, while the coupling constant g is declared to be parity odd in [14, 15], we take it here
to be parity even. Secondly, while all the vector fields are taken to be parity odd in [14, 15],
here we split them into two sets, and we assign even parity to one of these sets. Both of
these differences crucially depend on our working with a noncompact gauged supergravity in
D = 7.
In order that the Euler-Lagrange variational principle be consistent with these boundary
conditions, the action has to be supplemented by suitable additional terms defined on the
boundary, known as Gibbons-Hawking-York terms. Then the total action takes the form
S =
∫
M
d7xLSG +
∫
∂M
d6xLGHY . (3.6)
In the rest of this section, we will determine LGHY . We will consider explicitly the boundary
at x7 = 0. The boundary located at x7 = L can be treated similarly.
To begin with, let us consider a general variation of the Einstein-Hilbert term. It contains
a normal derivative of the metric variation, which must be avoided in order that the boundary
conditions implied by the variational principle are not over constrained. To achieve this, as
is well known, one adds an extrinsic curvature term so that the total action becomes 2
SEH + S
0
GHY =
1
2κ2
∫
M
d7xeˆRˆ+
1
κ2
∫
∂M
d6x
√
−hˆKˆ , (3.7)
2We could alternatively have defined Rˆ with respect to the spin connection which would then contain fermi
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where Kˆ is the extrinsic curvature, which is defined as follows. Let nˆN denote the unit vector
normal to the boundary pointing out of M . We construct the induced metric hˆMN as
gˆMN = hˆMN + nˆM nˆN ; nˆ
M hˆMN = 0 . (3.8)
Consequently, contraction with hˆMN projects onto components of vectors in directions tangent
to the boundary. The extrinsic curvature is defined as
Kˆ = hˆMNKˆMN , KˆMN = hˆ
P
M hˆ
Q
N ∇ˆP nˆQ . (3.9)
Then the general variations of (3.7) yields, modulo the Einstein field equation,
(
δSEH + δS
0
GHY
) |EOM = − 1
2κ2
∫
∂M
dx6
√
−hˆ
(
KˆMN − KˆhˆMN
)
δgˆMN . (3.10)
This vanishes, however, upon imposing the boundary conditions (3.5), which in particular
imply
Kµν |∂M = 0 . (3.11)
Turning to the general variation of the fermionic kinetic terms, they all involve fermion vari-
ations of both chiralities. In order that the boundary conditions implied by the variational
principle are not over constrained, we add suitable Gibbons-Hawking terms such that
SF + S
1
GHY =
1
κ2
∫
M
d7xeˆ
{
− i
2
ˆ¯ψM γˆ
MNRDˆN ψˆR − 5i
2
ˆ¯χγˆMDˆM χˆ− i
2g2
ˆ¯λrˆγˆMDˆM λˆrˆ
}
+
1
κ2
∫
∂M
d6x
√
−hˆ
{
− i
4
ˆ¯ψµγˆ
µν ψˆν − 5i
4
ˆ¯χχˆ− i
4g2
ˆ¯λrλˆr +
i
4g2
ˆ¯λr
′
λˆr′
}
.
(3.12)
As a result, we obtain the total variation, modulo the fermion equations of motion,
(
δSF + δS
1
GHY
) |EOM = 1
κ2
∫
∂M
d6x
√
−hˆ
{
− i ˆ¯ψµ−γˆµνδψˆν+
− 5i ˆ¯χ+δχˆ− − i
g2
ˆ¯λr+δλˆr− +
i
g2
ˆ¯λr
′
−δλˆr′+
}
,
(3.13)
which is set to zero when the parity-odd fields vanish on the boundary.
One can check that there is no need for any further Gibbons-Hawking terms, and we con-
clude that the total action with a well-defined variational principle yielding the bulk equations
of motion and the boundary conditions (3.5) is given by SSG + S
0
GHY + S
1
GHY .
4 Dimensional Reduction and the Diagonalised Basis for Fields
In describing the coupling of matter fields to supergravity on the boundary, which we shall do
in the next section, it is convenient to express the parity-even bulk fields in a diagonal basis
squared terms. However that definition contributes a total derivative which is subsequently eliminated by
adding appropriate Gibbons-Hawking-York terms, with no further effect in the bulk plus boundary theory that
we will construct [18].
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upon restriction to the boundary. In particular, the gravitino and dilaton field equations will
be put into a canonical form in this basis. To achieve this, we shall consider the dimensional
reduction of SSG on a circle and then will chirally truncate the theory such that we retain
only the even-parity fields. This amounts to taking a limit in which the boundaries are empty
and coincident, which results in a D = 6, N = (1, 0) supergravity.
We begin by making a Kaluza-Klein ansatz for the the metric,
gˆMN =
(
e2αφgµν + e
2βφAµAν −e2βφAµ
−e2βφAµ e2βφ
)
. (4.1)
We chose values for α and β so as to obtain the standard Einstein-Hilbert gravitational action
in D = 6,
α = − 1
2
√
10
, β = −4α . (4.2)
We will chose our notation such that hatted fields have their indices raised and lowered with
gˆMN , while unhatted fields have their indices raised and lowered with gµν . We work with the
corresponding vielbein basis,
eˆ
µ
µ = e
αφe
µ
µ , eˆ
µ
µ = e
−αφeµµ ,
eˆ7µ = −eβφAµ , eˆ7µ = e−αφAµ ,
eˆ
µ
7 = 0 , eˆ
µ
7 = 0 ,
eˆ
7
7 = e
βφ , eˆ77 = e
−βφ . (4.3)
We note here that in order for the gauge choice (4.3) to be invariant under the supersymmetry
transformations (2.9), we must make a compensating Lorentz transformation with parameter
λµ7 = −iǫ¯+γµψ7+. As the veilbein is the only boson that transforms under Lorentz symmetry,
the effect of this additional transformation on all other fields can be ignored, since it is higher
order in fermions.
Working in a frame in which nˆM = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,−1) implies that nˆM = −eˆ7M . Substi-
tuting this into (3.8) we see that,
gˆMN =
(
hˆµν + e
2βφAµAν hˆµ7 − e2βφAµ
hˆµ7 − e2βφAµ hˆ77 + e2βφ
)
. (4.4)
Comparing (4.1) and (4.4), we can read off the components of hˆ as
hˆµν = e
2αφgµν , hˆµ7 = hˆ77 = 0 ; (4.5)
this will be useful when determining the surface variations later on.
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We can now diagonalise all kinetic terms by making the following redefinitions [17]
σ = σˆ − 2αφ , ϕ = 1
2
σˆ + 4αφ ,
ψr =
1
g
1√
2
e
αφ
2 λˆr− , λ
r′ =
1√
2
e
αφ
2 λˆr
′
+ ,
χ =
√
2e
αφ
2
(
χˆ− +
1
4
ψˆ7−
)
, ψ =
1√
2
e
αφ
2
(
ψˆ7− − χˆ−
)
,
ψµ =
1√
2
e
αφ
2
(
ψˆµ+ − 1
4
γµψˆ7−
)
, ǫˆ+ =
1√
2
e
αφ
2 ǫ , (4.6)
ΦI =
1
g
AˆI7 , A
I′
µ = Aˆ
I′
µ ,
Bµν =
1√
2
Aˆµν7 .
With these definitions, the D = 6 supergravity action becomes
SSG(6) =
2L
κ2
∫
d6xe
{
1
4
R− 1
8g2
eσF r
′
µνF
µνr′ − 1
12
e−2σGµνρGµνρ − 1
4
∂µσ∂
µσ
− 1
4
∂µϕ∂
µϕ− 1
4
P irµ P
µir − 1
4
PrµPµr −
1
4
PiµPµi
− 1
8
g2e−σ
(
Cir
′
Cir
′
+ 2Sir
′
Sir
′
)
+
1
24g2
εµνρσλτGµνρω
0
σλτ (A
r′)
− i
2
ψ¯µγ
µνρDνψρ − i
2
χ¯γµDµχ− i
2g2
λ¯r
′
γµDµλr′ − i
2
ψ¯γµDµψ − i
2
ψ¯rγµDµψ
r
− 1
2
ψ¯rσiγµγνψµP
ir
ν −
1
2
ψ¯σiγµγνψµPiν −
i
2
ψ¯rγµγνψµPrν
− i
2
χ¯γµγνψµ∂νσ − i
2
ψ¯γµγνψµ∂νϕ− i
24
e−σGµνρ
(
ψ¯[λγ
λγµνργτψτ ]
− 2ψ¯λγµνργλχ− χ¯γµνρχ+ ψ¯γµνρψ + ψ¯rγµνρψr − 1
g2
λ¯r
′
γµνρλr
′
)
− 1
4
Piµ
(
ψ¯[ρσ
iγργµγτψτ ] + χ¯σ
iγµχ+
1
g2
λ¯r
′
σiγµλr
′ − ψ¯rσiγµψr − ψ¯σiγµψ
)
− iPrµψ¯γµψr −
i
4g2
e
σ
2F r
′
µν
(
ψ¯ργ
µνγρλr
′
+ χ¯γµνλr
′
)
− eσ2Cirr′λ¯r′σiψr + ieσ2 Srr′λ¯r′ψr − eσ2 Sir′λ¯r′σiψ
+
1
2
√
2
e−
σ
2 λr
′
σiγµψµ
(
Cir
′ −
√
2Sir
′
)
+
1
2
√
2
e−
σ
2 λr
′
σiχ
(
Cir
′ −
√
2Sir
′
)}
,
(4.7)
where εµνρσλτ = εˆµνρσλτ7 , and we have used the following definitions:
Gµνρ = 3∂[µBνρ] , F
r′
µν = 2∂[µA
r′
ν] + fs′t′
r′As
′
µA
t′
ν ,
ω0µνρ(A
r′) = F r
′
[µνA
r′
ρ] −
1
3
fr′s′t′A
r′
µA
s′
ν A
t′
ρ ; (4.8)
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the elements of the Maurer-Cartan forms are defined as
P irµ = L
Ir
(
δKI ∂µ − fr′IKAr
′
µ
)
LiK ,
Qijµ = L
Ij
(
δKI ∂µ − fr′IKAr
′
µ
)
LiK ,
Qrsµ = L
Ir
(
δKI ∂µ − fr′IKAr
′
µ
)
LsK , (4.9)
the axion field strengths are defined as
Piµ = eϕ
(
∂µΦ
I + f Ir′JA
r′
µΦ
J
)
LiI ,
Prµ = eϕ
(
∂µΦ
I + f Ir′JA
r′
µΦ
J
)
LrI , (4.10)
gauge functions are defined as
Ckr
′
=
1√
2
ǫkijfr′IJL
IiLJj , Cirr
′
= fr′IJL
IiLJj ,
Sir
′
= −eϕfr′IJΦJLIi , Srr′ = −eϕfr′IJΦJLIr , (4.11)
and the covariant derivative is defined as
Dµǫ =
(
∂µ +
1
4
ωµµνγ
µν +
1
2
√
2
Qiµσ
i
)
ǫ , Qiµ =
i√
2
ǫijkQjkµ . (4.12)
Truncating the supersymmetry transformations (2.9) and writing the result in terms of the
redefined fields gives the transformations under which the action (4.7) is invariant:
δe
µ
µ = iǫ¯γ
µψµ ,
δψµ = Dµǫ− i
2
Piµσiǫ +
1
24
e−σGρστγρστγµǫ ,
δχ = −1
2
γµ∂µσǫ− 1
12
e−σGµνργµνρǫ ,
δBµν = −ieσ ǫ¯γ[µψν] +
i
2
eσ ǫ¯γµνχ ,
δσ = −iǫ¯χ ,
δAr
′
µ = ie
−σ
2 ǫ¯γµλ
r′ ,
δλr
′
= −1
4
e
σ
2 γµνF r
′
µνǫ−
i
2
√
2
g2e−
σ
2
(
Cir
′ −
√
2Sir
′
)
σiǫ ,
δψ =
i
2
γµ
(Piµσi − i∂µϕ) ǫ ,
δψr =
i
2
γµ
(
P irµ σ
i + iPrµ
)
ǫ ,
δϕ = iǫ¯ψ ,
δLrI = ǫ¯σ
iψrLiI ,
δLiI = ǫ¯σ
iψrLrI ,
δΦI = −LIie−ϕǫ¯σiψ − iLIre−ϕǫ¯ψr .
(4.13)
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The fields appearing here can be written in terms of N = (1, 0) multiplets in D = 6. These
consist of the supergravity multiplet (e
µ
µ, ψµ, B
+
µν), a single tensor multiplet (B
−
µν , χ, σ), vector
multiplets (Ar
′
µ , λ
r′) and hypermultiplets (LrI , L
i
I ,Φ
I , ϕ, ψ, ψr). By making suitable redefini-
tions, it is possible to demonstrate that the scalars of the hypermultiplets form the enlarged
coset
SO(p+ 1, 4)
SO(p+ 1)× SO(4) (4.14)
which is a quaternionic Ka¨hler manifold [17]. However we will not make these redefinitions
here.
These redefined fields and transformations represent the induced supergravity which is
present on the boundary and it is to this supergravity that we will couple boundary-localised
matter in the following sections. When the boundaries are populated by this localised mat-
ter, the transformations (4.13) will be modified corresponding to non-zero odd × odd terms
appearing in the variation of these even-parity fields. However these transformations will be
of higher order in the boundary couplings and so will be ignored in this paper.
5 Introduction of Boundary Yang-Mills Fields and the Modi-
fied Boundary Conditions
We will now consider turning on a boundary action describing vector multiplets
(CXµ , η
XA) , (5.1)
where η is an Sp(1) pseudo-Majorana spinor with a doublet index A as before and X labels
the adjoint representation of some gauge group K ′. The supersymmetry transformations of
these boundary fields must be given by their known flat-space forms modified by appropriate
bulk dressings. We therefore make the ansatz,
δCXµ = ie
− aσ
2 ǫ¯γµη
X ,
δηX = −1
4
e
aσ
2 γµνHXµνǫ ,
(5.2)
where HXµν = ∂µC
X
ν − ∂νCXµ + fXY ZCYµ CZν and a is a constant which is to be determined.
From our analysis in Section 4, we recognise that the scalar ϕ forms part of the D = 6
quaternionic Ka¨hler coset, and as such it is does not arise in the above transformation rules.
An immediate consequence of having introduced a boundary action is the modification of
the boundary condition (3.11) such that Kµν − gµνK will now be proportional to the stress
tensor of the boundary action. This condition is known as the Israel junction condition [19].
On the other hand, since the supersymmetry transformation of the odd-parity gravitino ψµ−
contains the extrinsic curvature Kµν , it follows that we must modify its boundary condition
too. Supersymmetry will then require that we modify other boundary conditions as well.
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To determine these modifications, we begin by recording the supersymmetry transformation
rules of the parity-odd fields3
δψµ− = −1
2
Kµνγ
νǫ− 1
480
e−σFρσλτ (γµγρσλτ + 5 γρσλτγµ)ǫ ,
δχ+ = −1
4
e6αφ∂7¯σˆǫ−
1
120
e−σFµνρσγµνρσǫ ,
(5.3)
where we have used the bulk supersymmetry transformations (2.9) and have made the follow-
ing redefinitions
Kµν = e
4αφKˆµν , K = Kµνg
µν ,
ψµ− =
1√
2
e
9αφ
2 ψˆµ− , χ+ =
1√
2
e
11αφ
2 χˆ+ , (5.4)
Fµνρσ =
1√
2
Fˆµνρσ .
We have also used the identity
P−
(
Dˆµǫˆ
)
= −Dˆµ (P−) ǫˆ = − 1
2
√
2
Kµνγ
νe−
9αφ
2 ǫ . (5.5)
Examining these transformations, it follows that we need also to specify the modified boundary
conditions for Fµνρσ , ∂7σˆ and χ+ in a manner consistent with (5.3). Carrying out this process
yields the modified boundary conditions
ψµ−
∣∣
∂M
= − 7
20
be(c+
a
2
)σHXµνγ
νηX +
3
40
be(c+
a
2
)σHρσXγµρσηX + (fermi)
3 ,
χ+
∣∣
∂M
=
1
20
be(c+
a
2
)σHXµνγ
µνηX + (fermi)
3 ,
e6αφ∂7σˆ
∣∣
∂M
= − 1
10
be(c+a)σHXµνH
µν
X + (fermi)
2 , (5.6)
Fµνρσ
∣∣
∂M
=
3
2
be(1+c+a)σHX[µνHρσ]X + (fermi)
2 ,
Kµν
∣∣
∂M
=
1
2
be(c+a)σHXµρH
ρ
ν X −
3
40
be(c+a)σHXρσH
ρσ
X gµν + (fermi)
2 ,
where b and c are further constants, which will be determined in the next section by considering
the cancellation of certain terms in the supersymmetry variation. Furthermore, the bulk
Bianchi identity ∂[µFˆνρστ ] = 0 implies that 1 + a + c = 0. The boundary conditions on all
other parity-odd bulk fields vanish at lowest order in fermions.
We can rephrase the boundary condition on Fµνρσ in terms of a condition on Aµνρ. How-
ever, in order to do this we must first modify the bulk supersymmetry transformation of
AˆMNR to
δAˆMNR =
3i√
2
eσˆ ˆ¯ǫγˆ[MN ψˆR] − i
√
2eσˆ ˆ¯ǫγˆMNRχˆ+ ∂[M fˆ
1
NR] . (5.7)
3For clarity, these have been truncated to include only parity-odd fields that receive nontrivial boundary
conditions in the following analysis.
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Here, fˆ1NR is an arbitrary function, linear in ǫˆ. This does not effect the bulk supersymmetry
as AˆMNR always appears through FˆMNRS or multiplies a total derivative in (2.6). Making an
ansatz for the boundary condition on Aµνρ and then enforcing that its variations under (5.2)
and (5.7) match, we find that
Aµνρ
∣∣
∂M
≡ 1√
2
Aˆµνρ
∣∣
∂M
=
3
4
bω0µνρ(C) +
i
8
be−aση¯XγµνρηX , (5.8)
and
f1µν
∣∣
∂M
≡ 1√
2
fˆ1µν
∣∣
∂M
=
3
2
bδǫC
X
µ CνX . (5.9)
Consistency with the boundary Yang-Mills gauge transformations then requires that we im-
pose the following boundary condition on the tensor gauge transformation parameter
λµν
∣∣
∂M
≡ 1√
2
λˆµν
∣∣
∂M
=
1
2
b∂[µC
X
ν]ΛX . (5.10)
As we shall see later, the boundary conditions (5.9) and (5.10) will play a crucial role in
the identifications of the supersymmetry and gauge anomalies, respectively. Note also that
in determining (5.9), we needed to include the term bilinear in fermions. While we did not
need to specify the bilinear fermion terms in (5.6) to the order to which we are working in
determining the boundary action, there is a need to do so in the case of AIµ in studying the
coincident-boundary limit of the bulk-plus-boundary system, as we shall see in Appendix A.
In that case, the appropriate boundary condition can be seen to be
AIµ
∣∣
∂M
= − κ
2
4λ2
e−ϕη¯XσiγµηXLiI + (fermi)4 . (5.11)
Next, we shall construct the boundary Yang-Mills action, and we shall see that certain can-
cellations between the boundary action and the surface terms will fix the coefficients a, b, c,
which are already subject to the condition a+ c+ 1 = 0, as we have seen above.
6 The Boundary Yang-Mills Action and Classical Anomalies
The general variation of the bulk action supplemented by the Gibbons-Hawking-York terms
defined in (3.7) and (3.12) is given by
δSSG + δS
0
GHY + δS
1
GHY =
∫
M
d7x eˆδL(7) (6.1)
+
1
κ2
∫
∂M
d6x
√
−hˆ
{
− 1
2
(
KˆMN − KˆhˆMN
)
δgˆMN
− i ˆ¯ψµ−γˆµνδψˆν+ − 5i ˆ¯χ+δχˆ− + 5
4
∂7σˆδσˆ − 1
g2
eσˆδAˆIµL
i
I Fˆ
µ7i
− 1
6
e−2σˆFˆµνρ7δAˆµνρ − 1
6
√
2g2
εˆµνρσλτ AˆµνρFˆ
r′
σλδAτr′
}
,
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where all parity-odd fields other than those occurring in the modified boundary conditions
(5.6) have been set to zero. It is important to note that we have performed an integration by
parts in such a way that δL(7) contains no derivatives of the variations. However, in considering
the variation of the bulk action under supersymmetry, which we shall do next, there will be
extra surface terms due to the fact that further integrations by parts will be needed in order to
leave the supersymmetry parameter undifferentiated. These are due to derivatives of ǫ present
in the variation of the gravitino and the 3-from. Collecting the resulting surface terms, we
find ∫
M
d7xδǫL(7) =
1
κ2
∫
∂M
d6x
√
−hˆnˆM
{
− 2iˆ¯ǫγˆMNRDˆN ψˆR − i5
2
ˆ¯χγMγN ǫˆ∂ˆN σˆ
+
i
96
√
2
e−σˆFˆRSTU
(
4ˆ¯ǫγˆ[M γˆRSTU γˆ
N ]ψˆN + 8ˆ¯ǫγˆRSTU γˆ
M χˆ
)
+
1
8g
e
σˆ
2 FˆRSi
(
4ˆ¯ǫσiγˆ[M γˆRS γˆ
T ]ψˆT − 4ˆ¯ǫσiγˆRS γˆM χˆ
)
(6.2)
+
1
6
e−2σˆ∂N fˆ1RSFˆ
MNRS − 1
24
√
2g2
εˆRSTUVWM fˆ1RSFˆ
r′
TUF
r′
VW
}
.
Substituting this into (6.1) and imposing the boundary conditions gives, after some algebra,
δǫSSG + δǫSGHY =
1
κ2
∫
∂M
d6xeb
{
− 1
8
e−(1+
a
2
)σ ǫ¯γρσγµσiηXHρσXPiµ (6.3)
+
i
48
e−(2+
a
2
)σ ǫ¯γρστγµνηXHµνXGρστ − i
96
e−(2+
a
2
)σ ǫ¯γλγρστγµνγλη
XHµνXGρστ
+
i
16
e−σ ǫ¯γµνρστψτHXµνHρσX +
i
16
e−σ ǫ¯γµνρσχHXµνHρσX
− 1
8g2
εµνρσλτω0µνρ(C)F
r′
σλδǫAτr′ +
1
16g2
εµνρσλτ δǫC
X
µ CνXF
r′
ρσF
r′
λτ
}
,
where SGHY = S
0
GHY +S
1
GHY as defined in (3.7) and (3.12). Next we construct the boundary
action such that, together with the bulk action and subject to the modified boundary condi-
tions (5.6), the total action is invariant under supersymmetry except for the last two terms
in (6.3), which will be interpreted as supersymmetry anomalies and will be discussed in more
detail below.
After some algebra we find that the boundary action is given by
SYM =
1
λ2
∫
∂M
d6xe
{
− 1
8
e−σHXµνH
µν
X −
i
2
η¯XγµDµηX
− i
4
e−
σ
2HXρση¯Xγ
µγρσψµ − i
4
e−
σ
2HXµν η¯Xγ
µνχ
}
,
(6.4)
where we have determined that
a = −1 and b = κ
2
λ2
, (6.5)
as required to ensure certain cancellations between the variations of the boundary action and
the surface term.
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One might have expected a term of the form Gµνρη¯
XγµνρηX to appear in the boundary
action, as such a term is present in the D = 6 actions of [1, 2] and was claimed to be present
in [14]. However the Noether procedure does not require such a term and thus it is absent
in the boundary action that we have derived. In Appendix A we will demonstrate that
this term emerges in the coincident-boundaries limit by considering the boundary condition
Aµνρ
∣∣
∂M
∼ h¯XγµνρηX . In this limit the 4-form kinetic term FMNRSFMNRS will then give
rise to the required term in the reduced action (A.8). A similar process is also described in
[18].
With the parameters a, b fixed as in (6.5) the completely determined boundary conditions
take the form:
ψµ−
∣∣
∂M
= − 7κ
2
20λ2
e−
σ
2HXµνγ
νηX +
3κ2
40λ2
e−
σ
2HρσXγµρσηX + (fermi)
3 ,
χ+
∣∣
∂M
=
κ2
20λ2
e−
σ
2HXµνγ
µνηX + (fermi)
3 ,
e6αφ∂7σˆ
∣∣
∂M
= − κ
2
10λ2
e−σHXµνH
µν
X + (fermi)
2 ,
Aµνρ
∣∣
∂M
=
3κ2
4λ2
ω0µνρ(C) +
iκ2
8λ2
eση¯XγµνρηX + (fermi)
4 ,
AIµ
∣∣
∂M
= − κ
2
4λ2
e−ϕη¯XσiγµηXLiI + (fermi)4 ,
Kµν
∣∣
∂M
=
κ2
2λ2
e−σHXµρH
ρ
ν X −
3κ2
40λ2
e−σHXρσH
ρσ
X gµν + (fermi)
2 .
(6.6)
The boundary conditions on all other parity-odd fields in (3.2)are set to zero at lowest order
in fermions. The vanishing boundary conditions on LiI′ , L
r
I′ and L
r′
I imply that the parity-odd
C-functions C , Cir, Cirs and Cir
′s′ are also set to zero on the boundary. We also note that in
Ref. [14], only the boundary condition on Aµνρ was considered, while our boundary conditions
correspond to the completion of this to a full orbit.
At this point, it is important to check that these boundary conditions are also consistent
with the variational principle following from the bulk + boundary action S = SSG+SGHY +
SYM . For example, the variation of the gravitino gives the boundary contribution∫
∂M
d6xe
{
− 2i
κ2
ψ¯µ−γµν − i
4λ2
e−
σ
2HXρση¯
Xγνγρσ
}
δψν , (6.7)
which is set to zero by imposing the boundary condition on ψµ− given above. Similarly, we
have checked that the surface terms that arise in the variations of all the other fields cancel
upon use of the stated boundary conditions and boundary field equations.
Next, we turn to the nonvanishing last two terms in (6.3), which we now identify as
the residual supersymmetry anomaly. We note that there is also an anomaly in the bound-
ary Yang-Mills transformation, and, together with the supersymmetry anomalies, they must
together satisfy the Wess-Zumino consistency conditions. To see this in more detail, it is
convenient to add the local counterterm
S′YM =
1
32λ2g2
∫
∂M
d6xeεµνρσλτω0µνρ(C)ω
0
σλτ (A) . (6.8)
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This also produces a gauge anomaly in the bulk Yang-Mills gauge transformations and puts
the total gauge anomaly into a symmetric form known as the consistent anomaly [20]. Then
the total variation of the action S′ = SSG + SGHY + S′YM under the Yang-Mills gauge trans-
formations is given by
δΛS
′ =
1
32λ2g2
∫
∂M
d6xe
{
εµνρσλτHXµνHρσX∂λA
r′
τ Λ
r′ + εµνρσλτF r
′
µνF
r′
ρσ∂λC
X
τ ΛX
}
(6.9)
and the last two terms in (6.3) together with the supersymmetry variation of (6.8) yield the
corresponding supersymmetry anomaly
δǫS
′ =
1
32λ2g2
∫
∂M
d6xe
{
εµνρσλτHXµνHρσXδǫA
r′
λA
r′
τ − 2εµνρσλτω0µνρ(C)F r
′
σλδǫA
r′
τ
+ εµνρσλτF r
′
µνF
r′
ρσδǫC
X
λ CτX − 2εµνρσλτω0µνρ(A)HXσλδǫCτX
}
.
(6.10)
Finally, one may verify that these two anomalies indeed do satisfy the complete set of Wess-
Zumino consistency conditions
δΛ1δΛ2S
′ − δΛ2δΛ1S′ = δ[Λ1,Λ2]S′ , (6.11)
δǫδΛS
′ − δΛδǫS′ = 0 , (6.12)
δǫ1δǫ2S
′ − δǫ2δǫ1S′ = δΛ˜S′ , (6.13)
where Λ˜ is the gauge transformation produced by the commutator of two supersymmetry
transformations in the standard way.
7 Coupling Boundary Localised Hypermultiplets
Next, let us consider the coupling of boundary-localised hypermultiplets. We will carry out
this coupling assuming no boundary-localised vector multiplets are present. These could be
reintroduced later in order to gauge the hypermultiplet symmetries. The calculation will be
similar to that carried out for vector multiplets in the previous sections. First we will find a
supersymmetric set of boundary conditions, then we will construct the surface term produced
upon varying the bulk action, and finally we will construct a boundary-localised action which
varies to cancel this surface term.
We begin by considering m hypermultiplets consisting of 4m real scalar fields φα and
symplectic Majorana-Weyl spinors ζa (a = 1, ..., 2m). By global supersymmetry, it is known
that the scalars must parametrize a hyperka¨hler manifoldM, which is characterised by having
a holonomy group H contained in Sp(m). The scalar target manifoldM may or may not have
isometries. This will not play a role in our construction below. Let us denote the vielbeins
on M by V aAα . By supersymmetry, they must be covariantly constant
∂αVβaA − ΓγαβVγaA + ωαabVβbA + ωαABVβaB = 0 , (7.1)
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where Γγαβ is the Levi-Civita connection, ω
ab
α is an H ⊆ Sp(m) valued connection and ωABα
is an Sp(1)R valued connection on M. These connections can be expressed in terms of the
vielbein as usual. The holonomy condition means that the Sp(1)R curvature associated with
the connection ωαAB vanishes. The vielbeins must furthermore obey the relations [21]
gαβV
α
aAV
β
bB = ǫabǫAB , V
α
aAV
βaB + α↔ β = gαβδBA , (7.2)
where ǫab and ǫAB are Sp(n) and Sp(1)R invariant tensors. We use the conventions
ζaǫab = ζb , ǫ
abζb = ζ
a , ǫabǫbc = −δac (7.3)
for raising and lowering indices with ǫab and similar conventions for ǫAB . It is useful to define
P aAµ = ∂µφ
αV aAα . (7.4)
We can write the globally supersymmetric boundary action for the hyperscalars as
S0H =
1
λ˜2
∫
d6x
[
− 1
4
P aAµ P
µ
aA −
i
2
ζ¯aγµDµζa
]
, (7.5)
whereDµζa = ∇µζa+∂µφαωabα ζb, with∇µ containing the Lorentz spin connection, and we have
introduced a coupling constant λ˜. This action is invariant under the global supersymmetry
transformations
δφα = i
√
2ǫ¯AζaV αaA ,
δζa =
1√
2
γµǫAP
aA
µ . (7.6)
We now consider the coupling of this boundary hypermultiplet action to our D = 7 bulk
supergravity system. We begin the construction by modifying the field transformations as
δφα = i
√
2e−aϕǫ¯AζaV αaA ,
δζa =
1√
2
eaϕγµǫAP
aA
µ . (7.7)
As before, we consider the boundary conditions that can be imposed on bulk fields such that
these conditions form an orbit under supersymmetry. The bulk fermions on which we will at-
tempt to impose non-zero boundary conditions transform under the projected supersymmetry
as4
δψAµ− = −
1
2
Kµνγ
νǫA − i
40
eϕF iρσσ
iAB(3γµγ
ρσ − 5γρσγµ)ǫB ,
δχA+ = −
1
4
e6αφ∂7σˆǫ
A − i
20
eϕF iµνσ
iABγµνǫB .
(7.8)
4As in (5.3), we have simplified the discussion by including only parity-odd fields which receive non-zero
boundary conditions in these transformations.
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This means that the following set of boundary conditions form an orbit under supersymmetry:
ψAµ−
∣∣
∂M
=
9
10
√
2
be(c−a)ϕζaP aAµ −
1
10
√
2
be(c−a)ϕγµνζaP νaA + (fermi)3 ,
χ+
∣∣
∂M
=
1
10
√
2
be(c−a)ϕγµζaP aAµ + (fermi)
3 ,
e6αφ∂7σˆ
∣∣
∂M
=
1
10
becϕP aAµ P
µ
aA + (fermi)
2 ,
F iµνσ
iAB
∣∣
∂M
= ibe(c−1)ϕP aA[µ P
B
ν]a + (fermi)
2 ,
Kµν
∣∣
∂M
=
1
2
becϕP aAµ PνaA −
1
20
becϕP aAρ P
ρ
aA gµν + (fermi)
2 ,
(7.9)
where a , b and c are constants to be determined, and, as before, all other parity-odd fields
in (3.2) are set to zero at lowest order in fermions. Calculating the surface term produced
upon variation of the bulk action under (2.9) and then imposing these boundary conditions,
we find the total non-invariance of the bulk supergravity action:
δSSG + δS
0
GHY + δS
1
GHY =
b
κ2
∫
∂M
d6xe
{
i
24
√
2
e(c−a)ϕ−σ ǫ¯AγµγρστγνγµζaPνaAGρστ
− i
2
ecϕǫ¯AγµνρψρBPµaAP
aB
ν −
i
2
ecϕǫ¯AγµνψBPµaAP
aB
ν
− 1√
2
e(c−a)ϕǫ¯AσiABζaPiµPµaB
}
.
(7.10)
Then, by the Noether procedure, we find the following boundary action
SH =
1
λ˜2
∫
∂M
d6xe
{
− 1
4
e2aϕP aAµ P
µ
aA −
i
2
ζ¯aγµDµζa
− i√
2
eaϕζ¯aγµγνψAµ PνaA + i
√
2aeaϕζ¯aγµψAPµaA
}
.
(7.11)
Here we have set c = 2a which is required for invariance. With this condition, the action
varies to give
δSH =
1
λ˜2
∫
∂M
d6xe
{
i√
2
eaϕǫ¯Aγνγµ(Dµ −Dµ) (ζaPνaA)
− i
24
√
2
eaϕ−σ ǫ¯AγµγρστγνγµζaPνaAGρστ
+
i
2
e2aϕǫ¯AγµνρψρBPµaAP
aB
ν + iae
2aϕǫAγµνψBPµaAP
aB
ν
+
1
2
√
2
eaϕǫ¯Aσ
iAB (2aγµγν + γνγµ) ζaPiµPνaB
}
.
(7.12)
The Dµ(ζP ) term, with Dµ defined in (4.12) and (4.9), arises from the variation of the ζψµP
term. Furthermore, the Dµ(ζP ) term, with the covariant derivative defined with respect to
the pull-backed connection ∂µφ
αωαAB , comes from the variation of the P
2 term in (7.11). The
PG,PP and PP terms cancel the bulk surface term (7.10), as long as b = κ2
λ˜2
and a = 12 , while
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the term proportional to (Dµ−Dµ)(ζP ) vanishes as long as the boundary Sp(1)R connection
is set equal that for the bulk at the boundary location, i.e.5
QABµ
∣∣
∂M
= ∂µφ
αωABα , (7.13)
where QABµ =
i
4ǫ
ijkQjkµ σABi and Q
jk
µ is defined in (4.9).
Owing to the order in fermions to which we have been working, this equation is valid only to
purely bosonic order. We also note that the coupling of these boundary hypermultiplets does
not produce any classical non-invariances such as those which arose for the vector multiplets.
Substituting (7.13) into the field strength for QABµ and then using the boundary conditions
C|∂M = Cir|∂M = 0, we find
P aA[µ P
B
ν]a = −
i
4
ǫijk
(
2P ir[µP
jr
ν] +
1
2
√
2
ǫijlC lr
′
F r
′
µν
)
σkAB
∣∣
∂M
. (7.14)
This implies that the Sp(1)R curvature of the boundary hypermultiplets is identified with the
Sp(1)R curvature of the bulk scalars. The fact that this is nonzero is consistent with the fact
that the full manifold parametrised by the 4p + 4 scalars from the bulk and the 4m scalars
from the boundary hypermultiplets parametrise a QKM in the limit of coincident boundaries.
As before, we note that a term of the form ζ¯aγµνρζaGµνρ is not present in the boundary
action, although it is present in the 6D hypermultiplet coupled action as given in Refs [1, 2]
and in Ref. [14]. At the purely bosonic order, as required for the coupling process considered in
this section, the boundary condition simply sets Aµνρ equal to zero on the boundary. However,
at higher order in fermions the boundary condition will be of the form Aµνρ|∂M ∼ ζ¯aγµνρζa.
This will then give rise to the required term in the coincident boundaries limit in an analogous
way to that described in Section 6 and Appendix A.
The scalar kinetic term in the boundary action (7.11) is multiplied by an unusual factor
eϕ, which also results in the unusual Noether coupling term e
ϕ
2 ζ¯aγµψAPµaA. This can be
understood by bearing in mind that the hyperscalar ϕ as well as the newly-coupled boundary
scalars must together form a QKM in the limit of coincident boundaries.
Note that the gauged U(1)R lies in the SO(n, 3) isometry group of the bulk sigma model.
Furthermore, the boundary hyperka¨hler manifoldM does not necessarily have any isometries.
Consequently, the gauge field Ar
′
µ does not arise in the definition of the covariant derivative
given in (7.4). However, the local U(1)R symmetry is nonetheless realised as a result of the
the boundary condition (7.13). This condition is crucial for the quaternionic Ka¨hler structure
on the overall scalar manifold, N , which arises under local supersymmetry, as expected.
The manifold N is a single irreducible QKM of dimension 4m + 4p + 4, with coordinates
(φα, φir
′
,ΦI , ϕ), whose holonomy group is contained in Sp(m+ p+1)×Sp(1). In the absence
of the m boundary hypermultiplets, and in the coincident boundaries limit, it is known that
N can be described as the quaternionic Ka¨hler coset SO(p + 1, 4)/SO(p + 1) × SO(4) [17].
In the presence of m boundary hypermultiplets, however, the structure of the overall scalar
5An analogous condition has been found in [14] with all the bulk scalars set to zero.
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manifold N arising in the coincident boundaries limit depends on the specific properties of
M. It would be interesting to determine, for example, the conditions on M under which N
becomes a symmetric or homogeneous QKM.
8 Extensions of the Model and Further Classical Anomalies
In order to cancel the complete set of anomalies, it is necessary to consider various modifica-
tions to the model described so far. One such modification is the addition of a bulk topological
mass term for the 3-form potential [22, 17]. Another is the inclusion of further bulk Chern-
Simons terms together with further modifications to the boundary conditions, while a third
is the coupling of boundary-localised tensor multiplets. We will consider all three of these
extensions in the following section.
8.1 The Topological Mass Term
A topological mass term can be added to the bulk action described in Section 2, thereby
arriving at a one-parameter extension. However, a mass term of the form hA3 ∧ F4 with a
constant mass parameter h violates the Z2 symmetry of the boundary. In order to respect
this Z2 symmetry, we need to allow the mass parameter h to undergo a jump at the boundary
location when viewed from an upstairs perspective. To accomplish this, we dualise h to a
6-form potential A6 such that the field equation for h, now treated as a scalar field, equates h
to the dual of the A6 field strength, while the field equation for A6 implies that h is at least
piecewise constant. In this formulation, we can now assign odd parity to h so as to render
the term hA3 ∧ F4 parity-even. The resulting new terms in the bulk action are
Sh =
1
κ2
∫
M
d7xeˆ
{
− ih2e4σˆ + hεˆMNRSTUV GˆMNRSTUV
}
(8.1)
where
GˆMNRSTUV = 7∂[M AˆNRSTUV ] +
1
36
Fˆ[MNRSAˆTUV ] −
4
√
2
7!3
εˆMNRSTUV e
3
2
σˆC
− i
5!
e2σˆ ˆ¯ψ[M γˆNRSTU ψˆV ] +
8i
6!
e2σˆ ˆ¯ψ[M γˆNRSTUV ]χˆ
+
27i
7!
e2σˆ ˆ¯χγˆMNRSTUV χˆ− i
7!
e2σˆ ˆ¯λrˆγˆMNRSTUV λˆ
(8.2)
and the new terms in the supersymmetry transformation rules are
δψˆM = −4
5
he2σˆγˆM ǫˆ ,
δχˆ = −16
5
he2σˆ ǫˆ ,
δAˆMNRSTU = − 1
63
δAˆ[MNRAˆSTU ] +
24i
7!
e2σˆ ˆ¯ǫγˆ[MNRST ψˆU ] −
16i
7!
e2σˆ ˆ¯ǫγˆMNRSTU χˆ ,
δh = 0 .
(8.3)
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The 6-form potential Aˆµνρσλτ is parity even and Aˆµνρσλ7 is parity odd. The action is now
invariant under a modified tensor gauge transformation under which A6 must transform as
δAˆMNRSTU = − 1
21
Aˆ[MNR∂S λˆTU ] . (8.4)
In the presence of the boundaries, the supersymmetry of the bulk-plus-boundary action
is unaffected by this construction and the variational principle remains consistent, provided
that we impose the boundary condition
h
∣∣
∂M
= 0 , Aµ1...µ57
∣∣
∂M
= 0 . (8.5)
However, we may also consider the boundary value of h to be a constant
h
∣∣
∂M
= h0 . (8.6)
This will lead to the introduction of a new boundary term and modified boundary conditions
that will produce further classical anomalies in the boundary Yang-Mills gauge symmetry.
We now seek an orbit of boundary conditions which contains (8.6). As we are interested
in the effects of the topological mass term on classical anomalies, we consider boundary
conditions involving boundary vector multiplets as well as the constant h0. However, because
the hypermultiplets do not effect the classical non-invariances, we will not further consider
their simultaneous coupling here. Carrying out this process, we find an orbit of boundary
conditions given by (6.6) with the following modifications (up to quartic fermion terms):
e6αφ∂7σˆ
∣∣
∂M
= − κ
2
10λ2
e−σHXµνH
µν
X − 2(4 + γ)eσ+2ϕh0 ,
Kµν
∣∣
∂M
=
κ2
2λ2
e−σHXµρH
ρ
ν X −
3κ2
40λ2
e−σHXρσH
ρσ
X gµν + γe
σ+2ϕh0gµν ,
C
∣∣
∂M
= − 30√
2
(
4
5
+ γ
)
h0
g
eϕ+2σ , (8.7)
where γ is a parameter shortly to be determined. To find the total supersymmetric action up
to a supersymmetry anomaly, we need to give the total boundary action
Stot.B =
∫
∂M
d6xe
{
− 1
8λ2
e−σHXµνH
µν
X −
i
2λ2
η¯XγµDµηX
− i
4λ2
e−
σ
2HXρση¯Xγ
µγρσψµ − i
4λ2
e−
σ
2HXµν η¯Xγ
µνχ
+
1
32λ2g2
εµνρσλτω0µνρ(C)ω
0
σλτ (A)
+
4h0
κ2
eσ+2ϕ +
7h0
κ2
εµνρσλτAµνρσλτ
+
ih0κ
2
8λ4
eσω0µνρ(C)η¯
XγµνρηX
}
.
(8.8)
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Requiring supersymmetry up to a Wess-Zumino consistent anomaly determines the value of
γ:
γ = −4
5
. (8.9)
It is interesting that this implies the boundary condition C
∣∣
∂M
= 0. One can further check
that the above boundary conditions are consistent with the variational principle. The variation
of the action (8.8) under tensor gauge transformations subject to the boundary conditions
(6.6) gives the additional gauge anomaly contribution
δΛS
tot
B = −
h0κ
2
8λ4
∫
∂M
d6x eεµνρσλτHXµνHρσX∂λC
Y
τ ΛY . (8.10)
Correspondingly, there is an additional contribution to the supersymmetry anomaly given
by
−h0κ
2
8λ4
∫
∂M
d6x eεµνρσλτ
{
HXµνHρσXδǫC
Y
λ CτY − 2ω0µνρ(C)HXσλδǫCτX
}
. (8.11)
As before, one may check that the inclusion of these anomalies continues to give a Wess-
Zumino consistent system.
8.2 Additional Bulk Chern-Simons Terms, Boundary Conditions and Clas-
sical Anomalies
Before evaluating the gauge/Lorentz anomalies that result from the variation of the bulk plus
boundary action subject to the chosen boundary conditions, we need to discuss possible addi-
tional extensions of the bulk model. Terms of types that may produce anomalous variations
are of the forms A3 ∧ trR ∧ R, ω7L, ω7(A), ω3(A) ∧ trR ∧ R where ω7L and ω7(A) are the
Lorentz and Yang-Mills Chern-Simons forms, respectively.6 The ω7L and A(3) tr ∧ R ∧ R
terms are known to arise in the K3 compactification of D = 11 supergravity supplemented
with the Duff-Minasian term A(3) trR∧R∧R∧R. These have been used in a Horˇava-Witten
formulation of ungauged pure D = 7 supergravity [14]. However, in the non-compact D = 7
model we are considering here, derivation from higher dimensions involves a noncompact in-
ternal space of infinite volume. Indeed, as we saw in the Introduction, a 3-manifold of this
kind, known as H(2, 2), is involved in the reduction from N = 1, D = 10 supergravity to the
SO(2, 2) gauged supergravity in D = 7 [12], yielding a consistent Kaluza-Klein truncation.
The same model can also be obtained from D = 11 supergravity by reducing on H(2, 2)×S1,
again yielding a consistent Kaluza-Klein truncation. However, in the presence of the term
D = 11 A(3) trR ∧ R ∧ R ∧ R and even in the presence of the Yang-Mills sector in D = 10,
a consistent Kaluza-Klein ansatz is not at present known. A preliminary investigation of
the infinite volume problem7 suggests that the appropriate Weyl rescaling of fields needed to
6While a term of the type ω7(A) does arise in the SO(5) gauged maximal D = 7 supergravity, it does
not appear in any gauged half-maximal D = 7 supergravity. The half-maximal truncation of the maximal
theory studied in [12] might seem to indicate the presence of ω7(A) but, in fact, such a term is not allowed by
supersymmetry in this system.
7We would like to acknowledge detailed discussions with Chris Pope on this point.
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obtain finite kinetic terms in D = 7 leads to vanishing coefficients in front of the ω7(A) term
and we expect this to be the case for the ω3(A)trR ∧ R term as well. With this in mind,
we shall not consider further the inclusion of higher-derivative terms in the bulk Lagrangian
as given in Section 2, but supplemented by the topological mass term added in Section 8.1.
However, we shall consider modifications of the boundary condition on A(3) occasioned by the
inclusion of Chern-Simons terms for the bulk gauge fields and Lorentz connection such that
Aextra(3)
∣∣
∂M
= cAω3(A) + cLω3L + (fermi)
2 , (8.12)
where cA and cL are arbitrary constant coefficients. Extending the full set of supersymmet-
ric boundary conditions (6.6) to incorporate this modification will, in particular, alter the
boundary condition on the extrinsic curvature Kµν which will now must include terms taking
the form
Kµν
∣∣
∂M
∼ e−σFµρr′F r′νρ + e−σRµρµνRνρ µν + · · · . (8.13)
Since Kµν picks up contributions for the boundary stress tensor, it follows that modifications
proportional to this, in turn, imply that the full boundary action must contain terms given
by
Sext.B ∼
∫
∂M
d6xe
{
e−σF r
′
µνF
µνr′ + e−σRµν µνRµν µν + · · ·
}
. (8.14)
An R2 term of this type has been encountered in the Horˇava-Witten formulation of D = 11
supergravity compactified on S1/Z2 [23]. We note that the dilaton factors in (8.14) are
equivalent to the dilaton factor multiplying the kinetic term in (6.4). In standard D = 6
calculations, higher-derivative invariants with either eσ or e−σ factors multiplying the R2 term
are possible [24, 25]. Supersymmetrizing the eσ variant would imply the presence of a term of
the form B2∧R2∧R2, whilst supersymmetrizing the e−σ variant implies that the 3-form field
strength appearing in the action is Chern-Simons modified such that G3 = dB2 + ω3L. Since
the boundary condition (8.12) implies that the field strength becomes Chern-Simons modified
in the coincident boundaries limit (see Appendix A) we deduce that the necessary factor here
must be e−σ multiplying the R2 term present in this boundary action. A similar argument
also applies to vector couplings, which is consistent with the fact that Noether coupling forced
us to determine the coefficient a = −1 in Section 6.
To summarise, the total action we have constructed so far is the sum of (2.6), (8.1), (8.8)
and (8.14). In this action, the following terms contribute to the bosonic anomaly:
− 1
2
√
2κ2g2
∫
M
d7xAˆ(3) ∧ Fˆ rˆ ∧ Fˆ rˆ + 7!
∫
∂M
d6xh0A(6) . (8.15)
Using the modified boundary conditions (8.12), the variations of these terms give the new
total bosonic anomaly
Ω16 =
∫
∂M
{
2h0
κ2
((2cA
3
− 1
8g2h0
)
ω12(A) +
2cL
3
ω12L +
κ2
2λ2
ω12(C)
)
∧
((2cA
3
− 1
8g2h0
)
trF ∧ F + 2cL
3
R ∧R+ κ
2
2λ2
trH2 ∧H2
)
− 1
32κ2g4h0
ω12(A) ∧ trF ∧ F
}
,
(8.16)
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where8 ω12 is defined by δω
0
3 =
1
3dω
1
2 . If we consider the gauge group for the boundary vector
multiplets K ′ to be the tensor product of simple groups K1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Kng , we can define the
4-forms Ga, where a = 0, . . . , ng + 1, as
G0 = trF ∧ F, G1 = trR ∧R, G2 = trH(1)2 ∧H(1)2 , . . . , Gng+1 = trH(n)2 ∧H(n)2 , (8.17)
where dω03(A) =
1
3trF ∧ F = 13F r
′ ∧ F r′ and dω03(C) = 13trH2 ∧H2 = 13HX2 ∧HX2 . Then the
anomaly (8.16) is related to the following 8-form polynomial
Ωclas8 =
8h0
κ2
[
(
1
3
cAG
0 +
1
3
cLG
1 +
ng+1∑
a=2
κ2
4(λa)2
Ga
]
∧ (8.18)
[(
1
3
cA − 1
8h0g2
)
G0 +
1
3
cLG
1 +
ng+1∑
a=2
κ2
4(λa)2
Ga
]
,
by the descent equations ωclas8 = dΩ
0
7 and δΩ
0
7 = dΩ
1
6.
8.3 Boundary Tensor Multiplets and Further Classical Anomalies
The classical non-invariance produced so far obeys the Wess-Zumino consistency conditions
and produces terms of the correct forms to cancel the quantum anomalies. However the
classical anomaly produced is still not sufficiently general to completely cancel the anomalies
produced by quantum effects and so to yield an overall invariant system. We therefore consider
a further extension of the model by adding nT boundary-localised tensor multiplets to the
action. These multiplets have the form (Bxµν , χ
Ax− , φx), where x = 2, . . . , nT + 1, which play
a crucial role in the implementation of a generalized Green-Schwarz anomaly cancellation
mechanism introduced in [26].
Tensor multiplets of this form are known to exist in rigid D = 6 supersymmetry and
accordingly a coupling process similar to that shown in Sections 5 and 6 will be possible.
However this process is complicated by the fact that the 3-form field strength Hx3 = dB
x
2 is
required, by closure of the supersymmetry algebra, to be self-dual: H3 = ⋆H3. This has the
consequence that the na¨ıve kinetic term that one would write for Bx2 vanishes. This problem
may be addressed by use of a non-manifestly Lorentz invariant action [27], or by reformulating
the problem at the equation-of-motion level. We shall not attempt here a full analysis of these
couplings. Although a full coupling would be necessary for detailed analysis of the classical
supersymmetry anomalies, it is not necessary for analysis of the purely bosonic anomalies.
This is due to the fact that bosonic anomaly contributions arising from boundary tensors can
only be generated by the variation of one type of term in the boundary action. This crucial
anomaly-generating term type is analogous to the bulk Chern-Simons term 1
g2
A3 ∧ F rˆ2 ∧ F rˆ2 ,
and is of the same form as the standard anomaly counterterm that is seen in purely D = 6
theories [20]. In our boundary action, it appears as∫
∂M
vxaB
x
2 ∧Ga4 , (8.19)
8Note that we are using the Chern-Simons 3-form normalisation given in Equation (2.7), as in Reference
[17], for both gauge and Lorentz symmetries. This gives rise to the factors of 1
3
in the descent relations.
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where vxa is a numerical coupling matrix analogous to the
1
g2
which appears in the in the bulk
action, and where summation over the index x = 2, ..., nT +1 is understood. If B
x is required
to transform under the bosonic symmetries of the theory according to
δBx = v
′x
a ω
1a
2 , (8.20)
then the variation of (8.19) will produce a non-invariance of the form
∫
∂M
vxav
′x
b ω
1a
2 G
b . (8.21)
Adding this to the classical anomaly generated so far, we can write the total anomaly as
Ω1tot6 =
∫
∂M
vIav
′J
b ηIJω
1a
2 ∧Gb , (8.22)
where the index x has been extended to a new index I = 0, . . . , nT + 1. In general, the index
a = 0, ..., ng + 1. However, if ng < nT , then the matrix v
I
av
′J
b ηIJ has non-maximal rank,
which turns out to put a severe restriction on the quantum anomaly polynomial [26, 14]. This
restriction is lifted for nT ≥ ng. For simplicity, we shall assume that nT = ng from here on.
Then, we find that the vector v
I
a is given by
v
0
a = v
′0
a =
(2cA√−2h0
3κ
− 1
4g2
√−2h0
,
2cL
√−2h0
3κ
,
κ
√−2h0
2(λ2)2
, . . . ,
κ
√−2h0
2(λng+1)2
)
,
v
1
a = v
′1
a =
( 1
4κg2
√−2h0
, 0, 0, . . . , 0
)
, vIa = v
x
a , v
′I
a = v
′x
a , for I = 2, . . . , nT + 1 ,
(8.23)
ηIJ = diag(−,+, . . . ,+) and we have assumed h0 < 0 which makes the components of these
vectors real. This represents the full classical anomaly which will be cancelled against the
quantum anomalies to be described in the next section.
9 Quantum Anomalies and Anomaly Cancellation
We shall now construct an example of an anomaly-free model in the D = 7/D = 6 Horˇava-
Witten setting that we have been constructing in this paper. As we wish to end up with
an R-symmetry gauged model, we need to start with a matter-coupled noncompact gauged
D = 7 theory. The possible non-compact gauge groups and the surviving even-parity bulk
fields have been listed in [17]. Here, we shall consider the SO(2, 1) gauged D = 7 model
which consists of minimal supergravity coupled to one vector multiplet. The bulk scalars
parametrize the coset SO(1, 3)/SO(3) and the SO(1, 2) subgroup of SO(1, 3) is gauged. The
structure constants are given by [17]
fˆIˆ JˆKˆ = ǫijk , i = 1, 2, 4 , (9.1)
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where ǫijk are the SO(1, 2) structure constants. In (3.3), we now have p = 0, n = 1, and the
resulting even-parity fields form the multiplets
(e
µ
µ, ψµ+, B
−
µν) , (B
+
µν , χ−, σ) , (ψ−, ϕ,ΦI) , (A
4
µ, λ
4
+) , (9.2)
with supersymmetry transformations as given in (4.13). The vector field A4µ gauges the R-
symmetry group U(1)R. We have denoted the D = 6 chiralities of the fermions explicitly
for convenience, and we have split the 2-form potential into parts that have self-dual and
anti-self-dual field strengths.
The chiral fermions (ψµ+, χ−, λ4+, ψ−) give rise to gravitational, U(1)R and mixed gravitational-
U(1)R anomalies on the boundaries. The anomalies are encoded in an 8-form polynomial made
up of the Riemann and Yang-Mills curvature forms, via the descent equations. The standard
anomaly formulae give
Ω(ψµ+) =
5
24
F 41 −
19
96
F 21 trR
2 +
1
5760
[
245 tr R4 − 5× 43
4
(tr R2)2
]
,
Ω(χ−) = − 1
24
F 41 −
1
96
F 21 trR
2 − 1
5760
[
tr R4 +
5
4
(trR2)2
]
,
Ω(λ4+) =
1
24
F 41 +
1
96
F 21 trR
2 +
1
5760
[
tr R4 +
5
4
(trR2)2
]
,
Ω(ψ−) = − 1
5760
[
tr R4 +
5
4
(trR2)2
]
,
Ω(Bµν+) =
1
5760
[−28 tr R4 + 10 (tr R2)2] , (9.3)
where F1 is the U(1)R field strength, and we have suppressed the wedge symbol, so that, for
example F 21 trR
2 = F1 ∧ F1 ∧ trR ∧R.
The total anomaly coming from the bulk fields on each boundary is half of the total bulk
anomaly. Thus on a given boundary we have
Ωbulkgrav/U(1)R |∂M1 =
5
48
F 41 −
19
192
F 21 trR
2 +
1
5760
[
122 tr R4 − 55
2
(tr R2)2
]
. (9.4)
Next, we need to compute the quantum anomalies that result from the introduction of nV
gauge, nH hyper and nT tensor multiplets on a given boundary. It is useful first to compute
the total gravitational anomaly. Summing up the bulk contributions given in (9.4) and those
of the boundary multiplets, the total gravitational anomaly on ∂M1 is given by
Ωtot.grav.|∂M1 = 15760
[
(nV − nH − 29nT + 122)trR4
+54(nV − nH + 7nT − 22) (trR2)2
]
. (9.5)
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The trR4 term must necessarily vanish for anomaly freedom. As we have assumed that
there is no bulk Lorentz Chern-Simons term, the vanishing of the trR4 anomaly imposes the
constraint 9
nH − nV + 29nT = 122 . (9.6)
Using this condition in (9.5), and including the contributions to the U(1)R and mixed gravitational-
U(1)R anomalies (i.e. the F
4
1 and F
2
1 trR
2 terms in (9.4), together with similar contributions
from all the boundary matter multiplets that have been introduced), we find
Ωtot.grav/U(1)R |∂M1 = 1128 (nT − 4)(trR2)2 + 148 [2(nV − nT ) + 5]F 41
+ 1192 [2(nV − nT )− 19]F 21 trR2 . (9.7)
At this point, we need to specify nV , nH and nT such that the condition (9.6) is satisfied,
where the boundary Yang-Mills gauge group has total dimension nV , and such that the nH
hyperfermions form a set of representations of this group. A complete analysis of all the
possibilities is beyond the scope of the present paper. Instead, we shall give one example to
illustrate how anomaly freedom can be achieved in the bulk-plus-boundary system that we
have constructed. We shall take the gauge group on a given boundary to be
K ′ = E6 × E7 , (9.8)
so that nV = 78 + 133. Furthermore, we shall introduce two tensor multiplets, and five
hypermultiplets in fundamental representations of E6 and five fundamental representations of
E7. Thus, all in all, we have
nT = 2 ,
nV = 78 + 133 ,
nH = 5× (27, 1) + 5× (1, 56) . (9.9)
Using this data and employing the relations
TrH26 = 4trH
2
6 , TrH
4
6 =
1
2(tr H
2
6)
2 , trH46 =
1
12(tr H
2
6)
2 ,
TrH27 = 3trH
2
7 , TrH
4
7 =
1
6(tr H
2
7)
2 , trH47 =
1
24(tr H
2
7)
2 ,
(9.10)
where Tr(tr) denote the trace in the adjoint (fundamental) representation, we find that the
total one-loop anomaly polynomial is encoded by
Ω1−loop8 = −
1
64
(
trR2
)2
+
141
16
F 41 +
133
64
F 21 trR
2
+F 21
(
trH26 +
3
4
trH27
)
− 1
96
trR2
(
trH26 + 2trH
2
7
)
+
1
576
[
2
(
trH26
)2 − (trH27)2
]
. (9.11)
9In the standard N = 1, D = 6 anomaly cancellation, the equivalent relation is given by nH −nV +29nT =
273. The difference here is due to two factors. Firstly, our nT counts the number of boundary-localised tensor
multiplets whilst the nT in the standard equation counts the total number of tensor multiplets. As one tensor
multiplet comes from the reduction of the bulk supergravity multiplet, our nT differs from the standard setup
by 1. Secondly, the quantum anomaly in our case is split across two boundaries and so differs from the standard
result by a factor of 2. Therefore in our case we have a different gravitational-anomaly cancellation condition
from the standard condition: nH − nV + 29nT = (273− 29)/2 = 122.
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Now we shall require that this quantum anomaly polynomial cancels the classic anomaly
polynomial (8.19) with nT = ng = 2. We begin by making the following redefinitions
λ˜1 = λ1
(
1
−h0κ2
) 1
4
λ˜2 = λ2
(
1
−h0κ2
) 1
4
g˜ = g
(−h0κ2) 14
c˜A = cA
(−h0
κ2
) 1
2
c˜L = cL
(−h0
κ2
) 1
2
, (9.12)
where all the new parameters are dimensionless. This allows us to rewrite the anomaly
polynomial (8.19) as
Ωclas8 = −8
(
1
3
c˜AG
0 +
1
3
c˜LG
1 +
1
4(λ˜1)2
G2 +
1
4(λ˜2)2
G3
)
∧
((
1
3
c˜A +
1
8g˜2
)
G0 +
1
3
c˜LG
1 +
1
4(λ˜1)2
G2 +
1
4(λ˜2)2
G3
)
+v2av
′2
b G
a ∧Gb + v3av
′3
b G
a ∧Gb . (9.13)
In order for the system to be anomaly free, (9.13) must cancel the quantum anomaly polyno-
mial
Ω1−loop8 =
141
16
(G0)2 − 1
64
(G1)2 +
133
64
G0G1
+G0
(
G2 +
3
4
G3
)
− 1
96
G1
(
G2 + 2G3
)
+
1
576
[
2(G2)2 − (G3)2] . (9.14)
This requirement places 10 constraints on the 21 parameters in (9.13) which leaves an 11
dimensional space of solutions. In order to demonstrate that a solution exists in which all
parameters are real, we give an example solution10,
c˜A = 0.0000 g˜ = 0.1443 c˜L = 0.0000 λ˜
1 = 3.4641 λ˜2 = 4.0000
v20 = 0.0000, v
2
1 = −3.6424 v22 = 1.4106 v23 = −1.0000
v
′2
0 = 0.0000 v
′2
1 = −0.0074 v
′2
2 = 0.0000 v
′2
3 = −0.0037
v30 = −1.0000 v31 = −0.2303 v32 = 0.0000 v33 = 0.0000
v
′3
0 = 8.8125 v
′3
1 = 0.0490 v
′3
2 = 0.0000 v
′3
3 = 0.0000 , (9.15)
where we have dropped the underlines in v
I
a for notational simplicity. This demonstrates that
anomaly-free bulk-plus-boundary models can indeed be constructed as we have described.
10Finding solutions to a large number of simultaneous equations such as these is greatly simplified by finding
the Groebner basis for the equations. This is most easily done using the program Singular or the Mathematica
package STRINGVACUA.
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10 Conclusions
We may view the construction in this paper as a worked example of an anomaly-free model
with gauged R-symmetry and a positive cosmological potential. A variety of approaches has
been followed in the search for realistic reductions of string/M-theory to candidate effective
D = 4 theories. The standard compactifications and brane constructions limit to effective
supergravity theories which populate only a sub-class of the available models that one might
want to explore, however. In particular, the class of non-compact gaugings of supergravity has
been rather under-exploited to date. Such models depart from models with compact gauged
R-symmetries, such as the original D = 4 gauged N = 8 supergravity [28]. The discovery
of models with gauged R-symmetries then led on to searches for models with gauged non-
compact symmetry groups [29, 30]. These were in turn obtained by reduction from higher
dimensions on non-compact manifolds [31].
The physical interest of models with non-compact gaugings is illustrated by cosmological
approaches such as the SLED program of supersymmetry in large extra dimensions [9], which
takes as a starting-point example the D = 6 Salam-Sezgin model [13]. But non-compact
gaugings have not yet figured prominently in the search for realistic string or M-theory particle
physics vacua. One reason for this has been the lack of a perceived link to the “ur-theories”
in D = 10 and D = 11. A path towards such links has now been opened up, however, by
the reduction in Ref. [12], involving precisely the sort of non-compact manifold reduction
envisaged in [31]. So, it seems that a relevant chapter in the encyclopedia of string/M-theory
reductions has only just been opened.
In the present paper, we have focused primarily on a process for generating a chiral,
anomaly-free model starting from a gauged R-symmetry In order to provide a richer and
more fully worked-out scheme for D = 6 models such as those needed for the SLED program,
we began with a gauged R-symmetry model inD = 7. To generate a chiral theory inD = 6, we
used a Horˇava-Witten construction based on a slice of D = 7 bulk spacetime bounded by two
D = 6 spaces which can then be populated with D = 6 supermatter as needed to construct an
anomaly-free model. Horˇava-Witten type constructions, generalising the original D = 11/D =
10 construction of the heterotic string from M-theory [10, 11], can also be seen as domain-
wall brane-solution constructions such as the D = 5/D = 4 “heterotic M-theory” construction
[32, 33]. These naturally produce chiral theories in the lower even dimension. But this then
raises the issue of potential quantum anomalies in the reduced theory. The mechanism of
anomaly cancellation involves anomaly inflow from the bulk higher-dimensional space together
with a careful choice of “matter” fields to populate the boundary brane spaces. In the D =
11/D = 10 construction, this uniquely yields the original E8 gauge multiplet on each bounding
brane [10, 11, 18, 34, 23]. As one goes down in dimensionality, the anomaly-cancellation
requirements become less stringent, so that in a direct D = 5/D = 4 analysis [35], the only
anomalies requiring cancellation are gauge and mixed gravitational-gauge anomalies, with
a wide resulting set of anomaly-free constructions. The present D = 7/D = 6 construction
presents an intermediate scenario, with a detailed set of cancellation requirements as presented
in Section 9. These do not uniquely specify the boundary gauge groups and fields, but they
do impose a stringent set of anomaly-cancellation conditions on them. In the present paper,
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we have not attempted a comprehensive study of the solutions to these conditions, but it may
be hoped that such a study might reveal classes of phenomenologically interesting scenarios.
The main challenges to be met in carrying out the D = 7/D = 6 construction revolved
around the details of coupling 8-supercharge boundary matter to the 16-supercharge bulk
theory. One needs to take care to provide necessary Gibbons-Hawking-York terms so as
to ensure consistency between the bulk-plus-boundary variational equations and the chosen
boundary conditions for the bulk fields. The halving of the supersymmetry at a boundary
is a natural consequence of any Horˇava-Witten type orbifold construction. But one needs
to take great care here in handling the supersymmetric couplings, since in the absence of a
fully off-shell formalism, the classical boundary non-gauge-invariances of the bulk theory, as
needed for anomaly inflow, engender also supersymmetry anomalies.
The occurrence of supersymmetry anomalies in Horˇava-Witten type constructions is al-
ready familiar from the work of Refs [18, 34], but what is different about the constructions
made in the present paper is the order at which these occur. In [18, 34], an iterative construc-
tion to suppress the anomalies was carried out in powers of the boundary coupling constant
for the original D = 11/D = 10 heterotic construction. In that case, the D = 10 boundary
action and the corresponding boundary conditions for D = 11 bulk fields occurred at first
order in the boundary coupling 1λ2
Sboundary ∼ 1
λ2
∫
∂M
∗F(2) ∧ F(2) C(3)
∣∣
∂M
∼ κ
2
λ2
ω(3) (10.1)
The bosonic anomaly, however, comes from substituting the boundary condition for C(3) into
the variation of the Chern-Simons term,
δS ∼ 1
κ2
∫
∂M
δC(3) ∧ C(3) ∧ F(4) ∼ 1
κ2
(
k2
λ2
)3 ∫
∂M
δω(3) ∧ ω(3) ∧ F(2) ∧ F(2) (10.2)
which gives an anomaly at third order in 1
λ2
. This means that supersymmetric Noether
coupling can be caried out to second order in 1
λ2
[18] without interference from anomaly
complications, whose discussion can be postponed until later on at third order in 1λ2 [34]. In
the construction of the present paper, however, the discussion of anomalies cannot similarly
be postponed. This is because the bosonic anomaly in this case comes from a variation
δS ∼ 1
κ2
∫
∂M
δA(3) ∧ ω(3)(A) ∼ 1
κ2
k2
λ2
∫
∂M
δω(3)(C) ∧ ω(3)(A) (10.3)
which occurs already at first order in 1
λ2
, i.e. it is of the same order as the boundary action
that we are constructing.
Thus, the best that one can arrange for in the present bulk-plus-boundary coupling is
agreement with the Wess-Zumino consistency conditions, as discussed in Section 6. Reduc-
tion of the D = 7/D = 6 construction to a purely D = 6 theory by taking a coincident
boundary limit, as explained in Appendix A, confirms the correctness of this construction by
yielding precisely the D = 6 Wess-Zumino consistent system that was found in Ref. [20]. It
is interesting to note that the construction of supersymmetric bulk-plus-boundary systems,
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similar to those considered here, is greatly simplified by the use of the ‘susy without b.c.’
formalism considered in [36]. This formalism, as currently constructed, requires an off-shell
supersymmetry realisation and so works only in cases with lesser degrees of supersymmetry.
However, in the future this may provide a deeper understanding of complicated constructions
such as those made in this paper.
Another challenge encountered in the present construction is the coupling of boundary
hypermultiplets. These are in general necessary in order to arrange for gravitational anomaly
cancellation, but they do not affect the classical gauge or supersymmetry anomalies. However,
the bulk-plus-boundary couplings in this sector lead to novel problems. Eight-supercharge
(N = 2, D = 4 or N = 1, D = 6 supersymmetry) hypermultiplets coupled to supergravity
require an overall quaternionic Ka¨hler target-space manifold [21]. Indeed, the bulk D = 7
theory dimensionally reduced to D = 6 and truncated to N = 1, D = 6 local supersymmetry
generates precisely this kind of scalar target-space manifold [17]. However, when one includes
additional hypermultiplets on the D = 6 boundaries of the Horˇava-Witten construction, one
runs into the problem that one cannot simply add quaternionic Ka¨hler manifolds to produce
an overall quaternionic Ka¨hler manifold. The resolution of this problem led to the connection
condition (7.13).
A number of aspects of the constructions discussed in this paper call for further devel-
opment. A fuller treatment of the hypermultiplet couplings will be given in a separate pub-
lication, and a full analysis of the solutions to the anomaly-cancellation conditions is called
for. Another open question deals with a very special class of remarkably anomaly-free D = 6
theories with gauged U(1)R symmetries. These are:
• the E7 × E6 × U(1)R invariant model in which the hyperfermions are in the (912, 1, 1)
representation of the gauge group [5],
• the E7×G2×U(1)R invariant model with hyperfermions in the (56, 14, 1) representation
of the gauge group [6], and
• the F4 × Sp(9)× U(1)R invariant model with hyperfermions in the (52, 18, 1) represen-
tation of the gauge group [7].
We have determined that the construction of this paper cannot yield any of these models in a
coincident brane limit. Thus, finding the higher-dimensional origins of these theories, if any,
remains an outstanding open problem.
More generally, the roˆle of noncompact gaugings and their higher-dimensional origins
through reduction on noncompact spaces needs further consideration. Noncompact reductions
may, as in the H(2, 2) reduction considered in [12], yield classically consistent Kaluza-Klein
reductions. But at the quantum level, this classical Kaluza-Klein consistency is surely bro-
ken. Moreover, noncompact reductions from higher-dimensional theories would be expected
to lead to a continuous Laplace eigenvalue spectrum without a mass gap between the re-
tained lower-dimensional and the higher truncated Kaluza-Klein states. One can imagine a
number of possible responses to this situation. One would be to consider a compactifica-
tion of the reduction space, perhaps by modding out by discrete symmetries, but this would
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also likely be at the cost of introducing supersymmetry breaking at some new scale in the
problem. Another might be to look for discrete Laplace eigenfunctions in the midst of a
continuous-eigenvalue spectrum. Such situations are not unusual in other contexts, such as
condensed-matter physics. It remains to be seen whether they have a relevance in the context
of noncompact gauged R-symmetries.
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Appendices
A The Coincident Boundary Limit
We now consider taking the coincident boundaries limit when the boundaries are populated
with vector multiplets as described in Section 6. This gives a six-dimensional gauged super-
gravity theory similar to that described in [17].
The orbit of boundary conditions in this D = 7 system involves both Neumann and
Dirichlet types, which have different effects on the reduced system. Let us first consider the
Neumann boundary conditions with the example of the form field Aµνρ. This is subject to
two boundary conditions: one on the x7 = 0 boundary and the other on the x7 = L boundary
(where L is the interval length ). We can follow the work of [18, 37, 38] and use the fact that,
in the limit of small interval length, it is sufficient to approximate the value of Aµνρ in the
bulk by a linear interpolation between the two boundary conditions:
Aµνρ = Aµνρ
∣∣∣∣
x7=0
(
1− x
7
L
)
+Aµνρ
∣∣∣∣
x7=L
x7
L
. (A.1)
We consider the simplified case in which the boundary at x7 = 0 is populated by vector
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multiplets in the way we have described and the boundary at x7 = L is empty. This means
that the bulk field Aµνρ becomes
Aµνρ =
(
3κ2
4λ2
ω0µνρ(C) +
iκ2
8λ2
eση¯Xγµνρη
X
)(
1− x
7
L
)
. (A.2)
This causes the six-dimensional 3-form field strength to become Chern-Simons modified:
Fˆµνρ7 = 3∂[µAˆνρ]7 − ∂7Aˆµνρ
=
√
2
(
3∂[µBνρ] +
3
2g′2
ω0µνρ(C) +
i
4g′2
η¯XγµνρηX
)
,
(A.3)
where we have defined g′2 = 2Lλ
2
κ2
in order to match the conventional result. If we now redefine
Gµνρ as the appropriately normalised bosonic part in the above equation i.e.
Gµνρ = 3∂[µBνρ] +
3
2g′2
ω0µνρ(C) , (A.4)
then we find that Gµνρ is invariant under the Yang-Mills gauge symmetry since Bµν develops
a gauge transformation due to the boundary condition (5.10):
δΛBµν = − 1
g′2
∂[µC
X
ν]ΛX . (A.5)
On the other hand, the field σˆ receives a Dirichlet boundary condition. In the small interval
limit, we can again interpolate between its two boundary values such that
∂7σˆ = ∂7σˆ
∣∣∣∣
x7=0
(
1− x
7
L
)
+ ∂7σˆ
∣∣∣∣
x7=L
x7
L
. (A.6)
If we integrate this equation and impose the requirement that the average value of σˆ is the
same as in the empty boundaries case, then we obtain
σˆ = −∂7σˆ
∣∣∣∣
x7=0
(
(x7)2
2L
− x7 + L
3
)
+ ∂7σˆ
∣∣∣∣
x7=L
(
(x7)2
2L
− L
6
)
+
4
5
σ +
2
5
ϕ . (A.7)
Performing similar steps for all fields that receive non-trivial boundary conditions and then
incorporating these into the D = 7 bulk action together with the Gibbons-Hawking-York
terms and the boundary action, and ignoring any higher-order terms in 1
λ2
or L, we obtain
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the D = 6 action
SSG(6) =
2L
κ2
∫
dx6e
{
1
4
R− 1
8g2
eσF r
′
µνF
µνr′ − 1
8g′2
e−σHXµνH
µν
X −
1
12
e−2σGµνρGµνρ − 1
4
∂µσ∂
µσ
− 1
4
∂µϕ∂
µϕ− 1
4
P irµ P
µir − 1
4
PrµPµr −
1
4
PiµPµi −
1
8
g2e−σ
(
Cir
′
Cir
′
+ 2Sir
′
Sir
′
)
+
1
16g2
εµνρσλτBµνF
r′
ρσF
r′
λτ +
1
32g2g′2
εµνρσλτω0µνρ(C)ω
0
σλτ (A)
− i
2
ψ¯µγ
µνρDνψρ − i
2
χ¯γµDµχ− i
2g2
λ¯r
′
γµDµλr′
− i
2
ψ¯γµDµψ − i
2
ψ¯rγµDµψ
r − i
2g′2
η¯XγµDµηX
− 1
2
ψ¯rσiγµγνψµP
ir
ν −
1
2
ψ¯σiγµγνψµPiν −
i
2
ψ¯rγµγνψµPrν
− i
2
χ¯γµγνψµ∂νσ − i
2
ψ¯γµγνψµ∂νϕ− i
24
e−σGµνρ
(
ψ¯[λγ
λγµνργτψτ ]
− 2ψ¯λγµνργλχ− χ¯γµνρχ+ ψ¯γµνρψ + ψ¯rγµνρψr − 1
g2
λ¯r
′
γµνρλr
′ − 1
g′2
ηXγµνρηX
)
− 1
4
Piµ
(
ψ¯[ρσ
iγργµγτψτ ] + χ¯σ
iγµχ+
1
g2
λ¯r
′
σiγµλr
′
+
1
g′2
η¯XσiγµηX − ψ¯rσiγµψr − ψ¯σiγµψ
)
− i
4g2
e
σ
2 F r
′
µν
(
ψ¯ργ
µνγρλr
′
+ χ¯γµνλr
′
)
− i
4g′2
e−
σ
2HXµν
(
ψ¯ργ
µνγρηX − χ¯γµνηX
)
− iPrµψ¯γµψr − e
σ
2Cirr
′
λ¯r
′
σiψr + ie
σ
2Srr
′
λ¯r
′
ψr − eσ2Sir′ λ¯r′σiψ
+
1
2
√
2
e−
σ
2 λr
′
σiγµψµ
(
Cir
′ −
√
2Sir
′
)
+
1
2
√
2
e−
σ
2 λr
′
σiχ
(
Cir
′ −
√
2Sir
′
)}
.
(A.8)
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Carrying out the reduction of the supersymmetry transformations and averaging over x7 gives
δe
µ
µ = iǫ¯γ
µψµ ,
δψµ = Dµǫ+
1
24
e−σGρστγρστγµǫ− i
2
Piµσiǫ ,
δχ = −1
2
γµ∂µσǫ− 1
12
e−σGµνργµνρǫ ,
δBµν = −ieσ ǫ¯γ[µψν] +
i
2
eσ ǫ¯γµνχ +
1
g′2
δǫC
X
[µCν]X ,
δσ = −iǫ¯χ ,
δAr
′
µ = ie
−σ
2 ǫ¯γµλ
r′ ,
δλr
′
= −1
4
e
σ
2 γµνF r
′
µνǫ−
i
2
√
2
g2e−
σ
2
(
Cir
′ −
√
2Sir
′
)
σiǫ ,
δψ =
i
2
γµ
(Piµσi − i∂µϕ) ǫ ,
δψr =
i
2
γµ
(
P irµ σ
i + iPrµ
)
ǫ ,
δϕ = iǫ¯ψ ,
δLrI = ǫ¯σ
iψrLiI ,
δLiI = ǫ¯σ
iψrLrI ,
δΦI = −LIie−ϕǫ¯σiψ − iLIre−ϕǫ¯ψr ,
δCXµ = ie
σ
2 ǫ¯γµη
X ,
δηX = −1
4
e−
σ
2 γµνHXµνǫ .
(A.9)
Under these supersymmetry transformations, the action varies into the supersymmetry anomaly
δǫS =
2L
32κ2g2g′2
∫
∂M
d6xe
{
ǫµνρσλτHXµνH
X
ρσδǫA
r′
λA
r′
τ − 2ǫµνρσλτω0µνρ(C)F r
′
σλδǫA
r′
τ
+ ǫµνρσλτF r
′
µνF
r′
ρσδǫC
X
λ C
X
τ − 2ǫµνρσλτω0µνρ(A)HXσλδǫCXτ
}
,
(A.10)
which is Wess-Zumino consistent with its gauge variation,
δΛS =
2L
32κ2
1
g2g′2
∫
∂M
d6xe
{
εµνρσλτHXµνH
X
ρσ∂λA
r′
τ Λ
r′ + εµνρσλτF r
′
µνF
r′
ρσ∂λC
X
τ Λ
X
}
. (A.11)
We note that the action and variations obtained here are consistent with the general matter
coupled D = 6 supergravity described in [2, 20] for the case of a single tensor multiplet.
We note also that that if one were to consider the boundary matter coupling starting
from the boundary condition Aµνρ ∼ cAω0µνρ(A) as described in Section 8.2, then the reduced
action would appear to contain kinetic terms of the form
S ∼
∫
d6xe
(
− 1
g2
eσ − cAe−σ
)
F r
′
µνF
µνr′ (A.12)
which is known to exhibit interesting phase transition behaviour [39, 40]. The dilaton depen-
dence arises from supersymmetry considerations as described in Section 6.
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B D = 7 2-Form Supergravity
We now consider the equivalent construction for the theory in which the 3-form AˆMNR has
been dualised into a 2-form BˆMN . This has the D = 7 bulk action
SSG =
1
κ2
∫
d7xeˆ
{
1
2
Rˆ(Γˆ)− 1
4
1
g2
eσˆFˆ iMN Fˆ
MNi − 1
4g2
eσˆFˆ rˆMN Fˆ
MNrˆ − 1
12
e2σˆGˆMNRGˆ
MNR
− 5
8
∂ˆM σˆ∂ˆ
M σˆ − 1
2
Pˆ irˆM Pˆ
Mirˆ − 1
4
g2e−σ
(
CirˆCirˆ − 1
9
C2
)
− i
2
ˆ¯ψM γˆ
MNRDˆN ψˆR
− 5i
2
ˆ¯χγˆMDˆM χˆ− i
2g2
ˆ¯λrˆγˆMDˆM λˆrˆ − 5i
4
ˆ¯χγˆM γˆN ψˆM ∂ˆN σˆ − 1
2g
ˆ¯λrˆσiγˆM γˆN ψˆMP
irˆ
N
+
i
24
√
2
eσˆGˆMNR
(
ˆ¯ψ[Lγˆ
LγˆMNRγˆT ψˆT ] + 4
ˆ¯ψLγˆ
MNRγˆLχˆ− 3 ˆ¯χγˆMNRχˆ+ 1
g2
ˆ¯λrˆγˆMNRλˆrˆ
)
+
1
8g
e
σˆ
2 Fˆ iMN
(
ˆ¯ψ[Lσ
iγˆLγˆMN γˆT ψˆT ] − 2 ˆ¯ψLσiγˆMN γˆLχˆ+ 3ˆ¯χσiγˆMN χˆ−
1
g2
ˆ¯λrˆσiγˆMN λˆrˆ
)
− i
4g2
e
σˆ
2 Fˆ rˆMN
(
ˆ¯ψLγˆ
MN γˆLλˆrˆ + 2ˆ¯χγˆMN λˆrˆ
)
+
1
2
√
2
e−
σˆ
2Cirˆ
(
ˆ¯ψMσ
iγˆM λˆrˆ − 2 ˆ¯χσiλˆrˆ
)
− i
√
2
24
ge−
σˆ
2C
(
ˆ¯ψM γˆ
MN ψˆN + 2
ˆ¯ψM γˆ
M χˆ+ 3ˆ¯χχˆ− 1
g2
ˆ¯λrˆλˆrˆ
)
+
1
2g
e−
σˆ
2C rˆsˆi ˆ¯λrˆσiλˆrˆ
}
(B.1)
where
GˆMNR = 3∂[M BˆNR] −
3√
2g2
ωˆ0MNR(Aˆ) (B.2)
and all other definitions remain the same as before. This action has no Chern-Simons term,
so we might expect no anomaly to occur. However, as we now see, this is not the case.
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The action is invariant under the following local supersymmetry transformations:
δeˆ
M
M = iˆ¯ǫγ
M ψˆM ,
δψˆM = 2DˆM ǫˆ− 1
60
√
2
eσˆGˆRST
(
γˆM γˆ
RST + 5γˆRST γˆM
)
ǫˆ
− i
20g
e
σˆ
2 Fˆ iRSσ
i
(
3γˆM γˆ
RS − 5γˆRS γˆM
)
ǫˆ−
√
2
30
ge−
σˆ
2CγˆM ǫˆ ,
δχˆ = −1
2
γˆM∇ˆM σˆǫˆ− i
10
e
σˆ
2 Fˆ iMNσ
iγˆMN ǫˆ− 1
15
√
2
eσˆGˆMNRγˆ
MNRǫˆ+
√
2
30
e−
σˆ
2Cǫˆ ,
δBˆMN = i
√
2e−σˆ
(
ˆ¯ǫγˆ[M ψˆN ] + ˆ¯ǫγMN χˆ
)
−
√
2
1
g2
AˆIˆ[MδAˆN ]Iˆ ,
δAˆIˆM = −ge
σˆ
2
(
ˆ¯ǫσiψˆM + ˆ¯ǫγˆMN χˆ
)
LIˆi + ie−
σˆ
2 ˆ¯ǫγˆM λˆ
rˆLIˆrˆ,
δσˆ = −2iˆ¯ǫχˆ ,
δLi
Iˆ
=
1
g
ˆ¯ǫσiλˆrˆLrˆ
Iˆ
,
δLrˆ
Iˆ
=
1
g
ˆ¯ǫσiλˆrˆLi
Iˆ
,
δλˆrˆ = −1
2
e
σˆ
2 Fˆ rˆMN γˆ
MN ǫˆ+ igγˆM Pˆ irˆMσ
iǫˆ− i√
2
ge−
σˆ
2Cirˆσiǫˆ ,
as well as having a Z2 symmetry which acts as before but now with Bˆµν assigned even parity
and Bˆµ7 odd parity. The action possesses a gauge symmetry under which BˆMN transforms as
δΛBˆMN =
√
2
g2
∂ˆ[M Aˆ
Iˆ
N ]ΛIˆ . (B.3)
Once again, we begin our construction on a manifold with boundary by adding Gibbons-
Hawking-York terms
SGHY =
∫
∂M
d6x
√
−hˆ
{
Kˆ − i
4
ˆ¯ψµγˆ
µν ψˆν − 5i
4
ˆ¯χχˆ
}
. (B.4)
Redefining exactly as before but now with Bµν =
1√
2
Bˆµν , Gµν7 =
1√
2
Gˆµν7 gives the D = 6
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supergravity transformations [17]
δe
µ
µ = iǫ¯γ
µψµ ,
δψµ = Dµǫ− 1
24
eσGρστγ
ρστγµǫ− i
2
Piµσiǫ ,
δχ = −1
2
γµ∇µσǫ− 1
12
eσGµνργ
µνρǫ ,
δBµν = ie
−σ
(
ǫ¯γ[µψν] +
1
2
ǫ¯γµνχ
)
− 1
g2
Ar
′
[µδAν]r′ ,
δσ = −iǫ¯χ ,
δAr
′
µ = ie
−σ
2 ǫ¯γµλ
r′ ,
δλr
′
= −1
4
e
σ
2 γµνF r
′
µνǫ−
i
2
√
2
g2e−
σ
2
(
Cir
′ −
√
2Sir
′
)
σiǫ ,
δψ =
i
2
γµ
(Piµσi − i∇µϕ) ǫ ,
δψr =
i
2
γµ
(
P irµ σ
i + iP rµ
)
ǫ ,
δϕ = iǫ¯ψ ,
δLrI = ǫ¯σ
iψrLiI ,
δLiI = ǫ¯σ
iψrLrI ,
δΦI = −LIie−ϕǫ¯σiψ − iLIre−ϕǫ¯ψr ,
(B.5)
where now Gµνρ = 3∂[µBνρ] − 32g2ω0µνρ(A) and Bµν transforms as
δΛBµν =
1
g2
∂[µA
r′
ν]Λ
r′ . (B.6)
Again, we can construct a consistent set of boundary conditions and in this we case find,11
ψµ− = − 7κ
2
20λ2
e−
σ
2HXµνγ
νηX +
3κ2
40λ2
e−
σ
2HρσXγµρση
X + (fermi)3 ,
χ =
κ2
20λ2
e−
σ
2HXµνγ
µνηX + (fermi)3 ,
e6αφ∂7σˆ = − κ
2
10λ2
e−σHXρσH
ρσX + (fermi)2 ,
Gµν7 =
κ2
16λ2
e−2σǫµνρσλτHρσXHλτX + (fermi)2 ,
Kµν =
κ2
2λ2
e−σHXµρHν
ρX − 3κ
2
40λ2
e−σHXρσH
ρσXgµν + (fermi)
2 .
(B.7)
Then, upon substituting this into the surface terms, obtained as before, a great deal of
cancellation occurs and we are left with
δǫSSG + δǫSGHY =
1
λ2
∫
∂M
d6xe
{
− 1
8
e−
σ
2 ǫ¯γρσγµσiηXHXρσPiµ
}
. (B.8)
11Here we have, as in the previous case, set all the free parameters that can occur equal to values that will
be required by the variational principle, anticipating the final constructed boundary action.
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Finally, including a boundary action12
SB =
1
λ2
∫
∂M
d6x
{
− 1
8
e−σHXµνH
µνX − i
2
η¯XγµDµη
X
− i
4
e−
σ
2HXµν η¯
Xγργµνψρ − i
4
e
−σ
2 HXµν η¯
Xγµνχ− i
24
eσGµνρη¯
XγµνρηX
− 1
16
ǫµνρσλτBµνH
X
ρσH
X
λτ +
1
32g2
ǫµνρσλτω0µνρ(C)ω
0
σλτ (A)
}
,
(B.10)
gives the classical supersymmetry anomaly
δǫS = − 1
32λ2g2
∫
∂M
d6xe
{
ǫµνρσλτHXµνH
X
ρσδǫA
r′
λA
r′
τ − 2ǫµνρσλτω0µνρ(C)F r
′
σλδǫA
r′
τ
+ ǫµνρσλτF r
′
µνF
r′
ρσδǫC
X
λ C
X
τ − 2ǫµνρσλτω0µνρ(A)HXσλδǫCXτ
}
,
(B.11)
whilst the classical gauge anomaly is
δΛS = − 1
32λ2g2
∫
∂M
d6xe
{
εµνρσλτHXµνH
X
ρσ∂λA
r′
τ Λ
r′ + εµνρσλτF r
′
µνF
r′
ρσ∂λC
X
τ Λ
X
}
. (B.12)
Once again these are Wess-Zumino consistent.
It is interesting to note that these classical anomalies exist, in spite of the fact that
there is no Chern-Simons term to provide anomaly inflow, because the inherited supergravity
transformation rules have forced a Green-Schwarz type of anomaly production upon us. This
is very different mechanism from the 3-form case considered in Section 6, but gives rise to
anomalies of exactly the same form.
12The bulk contribution (B.8) can also be produced by adding a term of the form
S =
1
λ2
∫
∂M
d6xe
{
η¯XγµσiηXPiµ
}
(B.9)
to the boundary action and multiplying the R.H.S. of (B.7) by a corresponding factor. However, if this were
done, the action and boundary conditions would then no longer be consistent with the variational principle.
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